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Abstract 
This thesis describes the development of a prototype passive, wireless sensor system 
based on magnctoelastic sensor technology. The application of the sensor system is 
aimed at the measurement of humidity levels in sealed containers and structures, in 
particular the detection of moisture ingress in building structures. The system uses 
magnetoelastic sensor clements as is commonly used in commercial electronic article 
surveillance (EAS) systems for the prevention of shoplifting. Magnetoelastic 
Metglas® 2826MB material is evaluated and it is shown that the application of a 
magnetic bias field of the appropriate magnitude is critical for optimum sensor 
performance. The sensors can be activated for the detection of water vapour by the 
application of an appropriate chemical interface layer. A polyvinyl alcohol (PV A) 
layer was found to produce a resonant frequency response of approximately 
50 Hz/RH(% ). The design and construction of a portable electronic sensor reader is 
described and it is shown that the reader can successfully interrogate the sensor inside 
sealed spaces at practical distances. The construction of a practical humidity sensor 
using a PV A coating and the humidity response of the sensor system is then calibrated 
using a commercial humidity sensor. The system showed good response over the 
0- 100% relative humidity range, with some non-linearity observed at high humidity 
levels. The completed sensor system was then evaluated for practical applications 
including measurements inside a sealed food container as well as inside a wall cavity. 
The results indicated that the constructed system was capable of measuring humidity 
with reasonable accuracy in such applications. 
1. Introduction 
Today many sensors and sensor systems are available off the shelf and allow 
measurement of a wide range of environmental parameters such as humidity, 
temperature, pressure or the concentration of various chemical species. However, 
nearly all these sensor systems suffer from two potential drawbacks. The first is that 
they are active sensors, meaning that they are continuously powered and thus needs a 
constant power source such as a battery. This leads to limitations in terms of battery 
lifetime or in sensor mobility if it is powered from a fixed source. A second drawback 
of conventional sensor systems is the fact that direct physical contact in the form of 
electrical conductors is normally needed between the sensor and readout electronics. 
This places constraints on the configuration between readout electronics and the 
sensor element and limits the mobility of the sensor system. 
The aim of this work is now to develop a sensor system that will overcome the two 
limitations described above. The system should be passive so the sensors should not 
require its own power source and it should also allow remote readout of the sensors. 
Such sensor systems have in fact been in commercial use for many years in retail 
stores around the world in the form of electronic article surveillance (EAS) systems 
[ 1]. In these systems a passive sensor or tag is fixed to the retail item and if the item is 
removed from the store without payment, the tag is remotely detected at the store exit 
by a reader system. Such EAS systems are then simple !-bit sensors, simply providing 
a "present" or "not present" signal. However, it has been shown that the same can be 
applied to create passive, remotely readable environmental sensor systems [2]. 
It is envisaged that a passive remote sensor system will have many applications, 
particularly in the monitoring of sealed spaces over extended periods of time. The 
passive nature of the sensor will enable it to be enclosed in the target environment for 
long periods of time, while the remote readout capability will enable the sensor signal 
to be acquired without opening the sensor environment. One possible application may 
be the monitoring of sealed food or chemical containers. 
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An application that is considered particularly interesting is the monitoring of 
environmental conditions in sealed building spaces and cavities. In recent times the 
effect of water ingress in New Zealand building structures due sub-standard materials 
and inappropriate construction methods has been regularly in the news [3] [4]. Once 
moisture has penetrated a building structure, it can become trapped and lead severe 
deterioration of the structure as shown in Fig. 1.1 , particularly when poor quality 
building materials had been used. The Auckland City Council expects to receive 
approximately a 1000 claims costing from $350 to $500 million in the next decade 
due to leaky building structures. In addition, high moisture levels in homes can lead to 
severe health problems such as the presence of fungi in the home or increased risks of 
asthma or other breathing related diseases. 
The ability to regularly check for the ingress of moisture in sealed building cavities 
using a passive, remote sensor system can then be a valuable tool in the early 
detection of leaky building structures. 
Figure 1.1 : The damage resulting due to water penetration of a building structure and the 
subsequent deterioration of sub-standard building material. 
The broad goal of this project was then the development of a prototype passive remote 
sensor system and the proof of concept application of the system for the monitoring of 
moisture in building structures. In a previous project at Victoria University [5], the 
use of magnetoelastic materials for passive sensors in laboratory scale applications 
had been demonstrated. 
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This project will now a1m to extend this work, with the following particular 
milestones: 
• An evaluation of magnetoelastic materials and the properties of these sensors 
and materials important for environmental sensor applications. 
• The design of a handheld reader that will enable practical, real-world 
applications ofthese sensors. 
• The design of practical sensor elements for the detection of water vapour. 
• The prototyping of such a sensor system in a practical application, simulating 
water ingress in a building structure. 
The appropriate background theory to magnetoelastic materials and sensors is first 
discussed in Chapter 2. A portable, handheld sensor reader was developed which 
enabled these sensors to be remotely interrogated and the development of this reader 
is described in Chapter 3. This is followed in Chapter 4 by the main results on the 
development of sensors for water vapour, the evaluation of these sensors and the 
application of the sensors and the sensor reader to building structures. A summary and 
conclusions from the work is then presented in Chapter 5. 
3 
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2. Background 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction to the theory of passive, wireless sensors. As 
the operation of these sensors is based on the electronic article surveillance (EAS) 
technology this technology will first be reviewed in Section 2.2. 
The use of magnetoelastic tags in EAS applications are then discussed in Section 2.3. 
This section also contains an introduction to the magnetic properties of 
magnetoelastic materials as these determine the performance of these sensors. Some 
of the previous work by Smith [5] on sensor properties at the School of Physical and 
Chemical Sciences (SCPS) will also be presented. A short literature survey on 
detection methods and sensor applications of magnetoelastic sensors will conclude 
Section 2.3. 
2.2 Electronic Article Surveillance 
Shoplifting is a serious problem in many countries with retailers losing billions of 
dollars worth of merchandise per year worldwide [ 6]. The two most common methods 
employed to reduce theft in stores include closed-circuit television (CCTV) and 
antitheft tags. The two methods are often used simultaneously, and experts believe 
that together they are the most effective means to reduce theft [7). 
CCTV involves the use of video cameras which are used to record or monitor 
customer activity. This can identify shoppers who are acting suspiciously or are 
committing a crime, as well as being able to capture their appearance or theft patterns. 
The resulting footage can be used as evidence or to help identify the culprit in 
advertisements. 
Antitheft tags come in two major forms, either reusable tags or disposable tags, which 
are attached to the items in the store. Reusable tags are non-electronic tags, and some 
examples are shown in Fig. 2.1. Such tags are attached to the items in the store and 
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cannot be removed without special tools available to the cashier, called "alligators" 
[7]. They deter shoplifters by visibly sending a message that they are secured and 
cannot be removed. Some tags are fluid (such as ink) filled and once they are illegally 
removed, the item (such as clothing) is ruined and is no longer valuable. 
Figure 2.1: Reusable antitheft tags attached to store items. 
Disposable tags refer to electronic article surveillance (EAS) tags, which are the 
technology on which our wireless sensors are based. This type of tag responds to the 
detector pedestals placed near the exit of the store, and unlike the reusable tags, they 
cause an alarm if the tag is not removed from the item or deactivated by a member of 
staff at checkout. 
There are three maJOr types of EAS system in use today: radio-frequency (RF) 
systems, harmonic (also known as electromagnetic) systems and acousto-magnetic 
(also known as magnetoelastic) systems. The most common configuration of EAS 
systems utilises a pair of detector pedestals, one being the excitation pedestal, 
producing an electromagnetic signal to excite the tag, and the other to detect the tag ' s 
response. Fig. 2.2 shows such a configuration. 
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Figure 2.2: EAS detectors found at the entrance of a major bookstore. 
RF and magnetoelastic EAS systems operate in a similar manner. The tag is excited at 
its characteristic resonance (or resonant) frequency after which the tag magnetically 
rings down as shown in Fig. 2.3. During this ring-down it emits its own AC magnetic 
flux for a relatively long period (a few milliseconds) . 
The magnetic signals from the tags produce small voltage signals in the detector 
antennas and from this signal the presence of the tag is determined. Because such tags 
only respond to a single predetermined frequency and responds in a predetermined 
way, the detector can identify the presence of the tag and activate the alarm. 
l:.xc itation signal 
Response s1gnal from tag 
I b ) 
•" I[ r, 1, 
I I II 1,,1 I. ,.1 " I 
IIIII, I I[ \I I I 1111 ,I II I '. •• 
' I ' 
1,1 
I '\ 
' . 
Figure 2.3: If the excitation signal (a) is of the same frequency as the tag's resonant 
frequency, the tag's response (b) will be long and be of expected frequency and length. 
Harmonic systems are widely used in Europe [1] and in New Zealand they are often 
used in libraries. Such systems have tags which rely on a magnetically soft metallic 
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strip together with a series of semi-hard magnets, which are initially demagnetised 
(armed). When the item is put through the detector gates the alarm is activated, as the 
low frequency excitation electromagnetic field given off by the detector causes the 
soft metallic strip to magnetically saturate, causing a periodic "spike" in the detector 
antenna, which are identified as the presence of the tag. 
When the item is legally checked out, the semi-hard magnets are magnetised 
(disarmed), locally saturating the soft metallic strip, effectively breaking it down into 
smaller pieces. This prevents the strip from saturating by the excitation signal, making 
it no longer respond to the detector. 
2.3 Magnetoelastic Tags 
Magnetoelastic tags rely on a magnctostrictive alloy ribbon as the resonator. These 
magnctoelastic materials efficiently convert magnetic energy into mechanical 
oscillations (i.e. they have good magnetoelastic coupling), and vibrate longitudinally 
in response to an externally applied AC magnetic field through an effect called 
magnetostriction. This vibration causes mechanical stresses within the material, 
changing its magnetisation and induces a small voltage in a nearby coil [ 1]. The size 
of oscillation has its largest amplitude and is longest when the external AC magnetic 
field is equal to the ribbon's resonant frequency, a value which is mainly determined 
by the length of the ribbon. 
2.3.1 Antitheft Applications 
A commercial magnetoelastic tag used for EAS is shown in Fig. 2.4. Such tags 
typically contain two ribbons of the resonator material which are shaped to resonate at 
about 58 kHz - having two strips increases the signal strength. Placed together with 
the magnetoelastic strips is a magnetically semi-hard magnet for biasing and 
deactivation purposes [ 1]. 
Before being placed in the casing the magnetoelastic strips arc often placed for a 
certain time in strong magnetic fields and high temperature (called annealing) to 
enhance the material's properties [1] [8]. The resonator strips are then loosely placed 
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inside the casing and is able to vibrate freely, while the semi-hard strip is encased 
inside an air filled case, which acts to reduce damping on the resonator strips. 
Figure 2.4: A commercial magnetoelastic EAS tag, showing two magnetoelastic strips and a 
biasing magnet inside an air filled case, shaped like a parallelogram. 
The excitation antenna produces periodic tonal bursts at the same frequency as the 
resonant frequency of the tags, and if the tag is in its interrogation zone the strips 
vibrate longitudinally by magnetostriction (see Section 2.3.2.5). The vibrations 
produce mechanical stresses within the material , causing magnetisation oscillations 
which induce a corresponding voltage in the receiver antenna [ 1]. When the excitation 
tone is over, the vibration amplitude rings down exponentially (as shown in Fig. 2.3), 
and the detection circuitry in the detector pedestal analyses this voltage signal, 
checking whether it is the correct frequency, repetition rate and amplitude. If these 
criteria are met, the alarm is activated [7]. 
The semi-hard magnet is a rectangle or parallelogram shaped strip of magnetic alloy, 
such as Arnokrome from Arnold Technology or Semivac from Vacuumschmelze 
GmbH [9]. This semi-hard magnet applies an appropriate DC magnetic field 
(typically a few Oe) to the magnetoelastic strips which offsets the magnetic 
anisotropy (see Section 2.3.2.4) in the material [1]. This has the effect of increasing 
the amplitude of oscillation substantially, as well as changing the resonant frequency 
due to the ~E effect (see Section 2.3.2.6). The magnet is semi-hard and so it can be 
demagnetised easily during checkout with an electromagnet. This causes the vibration 
to become small enough that it can no longer be detected by the pedestals. 
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2.3.2 Magnetoelastic Materials 
In conventional metals, liquid-solid equilibrium is reached when the melt solidifies 
into its lowest energy state giving a crystalline lattice structure [ 1 0]. However 
magnetoelastic materials, such as Metglas 2826MB used in this project are produced 
in such a way that gives the material little time to crystallize. One way this is achieved 
is by rapid melt quenching, illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The melt is squirted onto a cooling 
wheel in a vacuum, spinning at up to 100 km/h [ 6]. This gives cooling rates of up to 
100 oc per second and due to this high cooling rate, the atoms in the material do not 
form a crystalline structure but form a glass-like, tightly-packed, disordered state; 
hence they are also called "glassy" or amorphous (non-crystalline) metals. 
Pressure 
+ 
Substrate 
Figure 2.5: Production of the amorphous metal ribbons with a cooling wheel. 
The melt is typically consisting of ferromagnetic elements iron, nickel, cobalt and in 
smaller amounts "glass forming" elements such as silicon and boron [ 11]. Metglas® 
2826MB used in this project is made from 33 - 48 weight % iron, 41 - 55 weight % 
nickel, 0 - 9.5 weight % molybdenum, and 2.8 - 5 % boron. The nominal atomic 
composition is Fe4oNi3sMo4B1 s [12] [13]. 
Because the cooling wheel only makes contact to one side of the material, the side 
which makes contact with the wheel is rough, while the other is smooth [14] , as 
shown in Fig. 2.6. It will be shown in later chapters that having rough sides is useful 
when applying chemically reactive coatings for sensor processing. 
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Due to its structure, metallic glasses absorb less energy upon stress induced 
deformation through damping and return more by rebounding elastically to its initial 
shape. This gives such materials high strength, hardness, toughness and elasticity [ 1 0] 
as well as resistance to corrosion. 
These materials can also be very magnetically soft and have relatively high electrical 
resistance, meaning it can be easily controlled through an external magnetic field with 
little eddy current loss . Such electrical and magnetic qualities mean they are well 
suited for passive sensor applications. For example, Metglas 2826MB has electrical 
resistivity of 1.38 j.!D.-m [ 12], which equals a resistance of about 5 D./m for strips 
30 j.lm thick and 10 mm wide. Standard metals such as copper have resistivity values 
two orders ofmagnitude lower (copper has a resistivity of about 17 nD.-m [15]). 
Figure 2.6: Smooth (left) and rough (right) sides of Metglas 2826MB ribbons. 
Due to their slow heat conduction, early amorphous metals were restricted to thin 
ribbons tens of j.lm thick. However, active research in the field has resulted in 
materials with critical casting thicknesses in the order of em, giving rise to bulk 
metallic glasses [ 1 0]. 
Due to this, such materials have moved from sensors and EAS applications into a 
wide variety of applications. A major company named LiquidMetal Technologies 
exists in the US [ 16], which develops bulk amorphous metal alloys for a range of 
fields. 
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Examples include the military, where the company is working with the US 
Department of Defence to develop lower cost, high strength and lower weight kinetic 
energy penetrator (KEP) ammunition. In electronics, LiquidMetal produce light 
weight, durable and cases for electronic products such as mobile phones, liquid crystal 
displays (LCDs) and USB drives. In medicine, amorphous metal alloys are used in 
surgical blades and reconstructive devices. LiquidMetal are also working with NASA 
to develop amorphous metals for space projects and its products have been onboard 
spacecraft for experimentation. Other applications include sports equipment such as 
golf club heads, tennis racquets and baseball bats, jewellery and mechanical products 
such as binges. 
The advantages of high strength, hardness, strength-to-weight ratio, elasticity and 
corrosion resistance offered by amorphous metals are the main selling points of these 
products. Fig. 2. 7 shows some examples. 
Figure 2.7: Examples of products made from amorphous metal alloys; cases for USB drives 
and mobile phones, tennis racquets, hinges, medical instruments and jewellery. 
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2.3.2.1 Ferromagnetism 
Ferromagnetic elements such as iron, cobalt or nickel have electron spins of one atom 
interacting with neighbouring atoms, causing alignment of magnetic dipole moments. 
This quantum mechanical effect called exchange coupling, give such materials 
permanent magnetism [ 15] and can remain magnetised for a long time after the 
external field is removed. If the temperature of the material is raised beyond its Curie 
temperature (T c), the exchange coupling ceases and becomes paramagnetic [ 17) [ 18]. 
For Metglas 2826MB this temperature is 353 oc [12], which is high enough that it 
will not be encountered in normal circumstances. 
2.3.2.2 Domain Theory 
Exchange coupling produces strong alignment of adjacent atomic dipoles in 
ferromagnetic materials, given it is under the Curie temperature. Thus such materials 
can be magnetised even in very weak fields. However, we do not find that all 
ferromagnetic materials are naturally magnetised to its maximum value (saturation). 
This was explained by the domain theory, first postulated by Weiss in 1907 [ 19]. 
Ferromagnetic materials are known to be composed of regions where atomic dipoles 
are almost perfectly aligned called magnetic domains. Such domains act as tiny 
magnets inside the material, and the orientations of the domains determine the 
material's net magnetisation. When such domains are oriented in random directions, 
the magnetic fields of the domains cancel and the net magnetic field is zero. If stresses 
or external magnetic fields are applied to the material, the domains will tend to 
change in orientation, causing the material to become magnetised, with some of the 
domains becoming oriented in the same direction. Magnetic saturation is reached 
when all the domains in the material are pointing in the same direction and thus 
cannot be magnetised further. 
When a ferromagnetic material is magnetised, surface charges appear at the ends of 
the material, producing a secondary source of magnetic field (the demagnetising field). 
Domains are formed due to the energy considerations in the surface charge 
distribution, called the magnetostatic energy. The demagnetising field is equal to the 
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volume integral of the field over all space. If a material is composed of a single 
domain, the demagnetising field would be large, and would thus have large 
magnetostatic energy. This energy can be reduced by approximately 1/N if the 
magnetisation splits into N number of opposite domains, as this has the effect of 
reducing the spatial extent of the demagnetising field, shown Fig. 2.8. 
Single 
Domain 
Multidomain 
Figure 2.8: Reduction of magnetostatic energy through domain fonnation. 
The number of domains is limited by the size of the particle, because the transition 
region between domains (called the domain ;vall or Bloch waif) has a finite width, 
which is determined by exchange and magnetocrystalline energies [ 18] [20]. Fig. 2. 9 
shows the domains of an amorphous metal ribbon, taken using a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). The ribbon is demagnetised, and arrows show the directions of 
each domain. 
Figure 2.9: Magnetic domains in a demagnetised amorphous metallic ribbon, taken with a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) [11). 
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2.3.2.3 Hysteresis 
Ferromagnetic materials have the property in which it can retain some of the external 
field it was subjected to even after it has been removed. This effect is known as 
hysteresis and the effect can be summarised with the hysteresis loop of Fig. 2.10 [ 18]. 
Figure 2.10: Hysteresis loop for a ferromagnetic material showing saturation (Ms), 
remanence (Mr) and coercivity (He)· 
The material is initially at zero magnetisation and in zero field at the origin, and as the 
applied field is increased the material's magnetisation increases until its reaches 
saturation magnetisation (Ms). If the applied field is then reduced to zero, the material 
keeps some of its saturation magnetisation, and this point is known as saturation 
remanence (Mr). The opposite magnetic field required to remove Mr is defined as the 
material's coercivity (or coercive field) He and if this is large, the material is said to be 
magnetically hard, being more difficult to dcmagnetise and if small it is called 
magnetically soft being easy to demagnetise. 
The hysteresis loop of Metglas 2826MB is shown in Fig. 2.11 for both as-cast (as 
prepared) and annealed samples. Longitudinal annealing is achieved by exposing the 
material to the magnetic field parallel to the strip axis, while transverse annealing is 
achieved by aligning the magnetic field perpendicular to the ribbon axis of the strip. 
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For all cases the coercivity is very low being under 0.5 Oe, indicating that it is very 
magnetically soft. 
1..0 
M.agn«ti ng f«C41 · H · OERSTEDS 
Figure 2.11: Hysteresis loop of Metglas 2826MB showing plots of both as-cast and annealed 
samples [12]. 
2.3.2.4 Magnetic Anisotropy 
Magnetic anisotropy is defined as the dependence of magnetic properties in certain 
directions, observed in ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials. Low anisotropy 
implies that the material can be magnetised more easily, requiring less energy. There 
are three main types of anisotropy; magnetocrystalline anisotropy, shape anisotropy, 
and stress anisotropy. Magnetic anisotropy affects the shape of hysteresis loops, and 
controls coercivity and remanence values [ 18] [20]. 
Magnetocrystalline anisotropy is an intrinsic property of crystalline materials in 
which certain directions require less energy to magnetise in that direction. Such 
directions are called easy axes, and a magnetisation curve for magnetite, which has a 
crystalline structure, is shown as an example in Fig. 2.12. 
Amorphous metals such as Metglas 2826MB do not have a crystalline structure and 
thus have no magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Since magnetocrystalline anisotropy is 
the dominant form of anisotropy in materials, this implies that magnetoelastic 
materials have very low anisotropy compared to crystalline materials. 
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Figure 2.12: Magnetocrystalline anisotropy of magnetite [ 18]. 
When a ferromagnetic material is placed inside a magnetic field, surface charges 
appear near the ends of the material creating poles antiparallel to the external field, as 
shown in Fig. 2.13. This demagnetising field opposes the external field meaning that 
the net magnetic field inside the material is lower than the actual applied field [ 18]. 
The demagnetising field Hd is calculated as [20] : 
H _ NM d - (Eq. 2.1) 
Jlo 
where M is the magnetisation of the sample, J.lo is the permeability of vacuum and N is 
the demagnetising factor, which depends on the shape of the sample. For example, if a 
long thin needle is magnetised along its length axis, the demagnetising field would be 
small compared to other shorter axes, and thus would create an easy axis along the 
long axis. Spherical objects, because all axes are the same length, do not have this 
effect. 
l 
+ + + + + + + + + 
Figure 2.13: Schematic showing external field H cxt and demagnetising field H ct in a thin metal 
plate. 
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This effect is called shape anisotropy, and it introduces some design issues in the 
shape of the sensor strip. If the aspect ratio (the ratio between length and width) is 
reduced, the effect of the demagnetising field would be larger and thus would require 
a larger DC biasing field to optimise its performance. Previous studies [5] showed that 
as the aspect ratio is increased, the DC biasing field required decreases exponentially, 
shown Fig. 2.14. 
The Metglas ribbons used in this project had a standard width of 13 mm, which are 
available as long strips from Metglas Inc. [ 12]. These were cut to constant lengths of 
40 mm, which gives an aspect ratio of about 3. 
Sensor aspect ratio 
Figure 2.14: Sensor aspect ratio versus optimal biasing field [5]. 
Applied or residual stresses can also cause anisotropies m materials. This stress 
anisotropy is due to magnetostriction (see Section 2.3.2.5) and in as-cast amorphous 
ribbons there are always internal stresses present due to inhomogeneities in cooling 
rates when quenching the melt. This leaves a complex pattern of residual stresses 
within the material ( 14] [21 ], and the domains are randomly oriented. 
In crystalline materials this effect is small compared to magnetocrystalline anisotropy, 
but in magnetoelastic materials this can be significant, and such effects may be 
controlled by annealing treatments, and/or by using a DC bias field as shown in the 
EAS tags of Fig. 2.4. These have the effect of reducing the anisotropy by aligning the 
magnetic domains within the material. In this project, the Metglas 2826MB strips 
were used as-cast without annealing for simplicity. 
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2.3.2.5 Magnetostriction 
The orientation of domains within the material can change due to magnetisation, and 
this can cause the material to physically change in size. This effect is called 
magnetostriction, and this effect is observed when a transformer is turned on, one 
hears "humming", where the transformer core physically vibrates at twice the mains 
frequency [22]. For transformer cores however, magnetostriction is not a desirable 
effect, as it results in energy loss (called hysteresis loss) within the core. 
Unless otherwise stated, magnetostriction refers to the Joule effect or Joule 
magnetostriction . This is defined as the fractional change in the length of the material 
when magnetised [23): 
(Eq. 2.2) 
where LJL is the change in length between the original length and the length when 
magnetised, and L is the original length. If the material expands when magnetised, the 
material is said to exhibit positive magnetostriction, while a contraction is referred to 
as negative magnetostriction. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2.15, where a material 
exhibiting positive magnetostriction is put under a longitudinal magnetic field H. 
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of a material exhibiting positive magnetostriction in a magnetic field , 
increased from left to right. 
Magnetostriction of a material is commonly defined with saturation magnetostriction 
(As), which defines the fractional change in length of the material between zero and 
saturation magnetisation [22] [23]. For Metglas 2826MB, the saturation 
magnetOStriction iS Specified aS abOUt 12 X 1 o-6 [ J3]. 
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When magnetised in one direction the material expands, causing stresses within the 
material. These stresses can cause an easy axis to be created and this contribution to 
anisotropy is called the Villari effect [24]. In sensor and EAS applications the 
magnetoelastic strip is placed in an oscillating magnetic field, and therefore the 
interplay of the Joule and Villari effects are exploited. 
2.3.2.6 AE Effect 
Young's modulus (also known as elastic modulus) of a material describes the stiffness 
of the material and is defined as the ratio ofthe material's stress and strain [25]: 
E= FIA 
f...LIL 
(Eq. 2.3) 
where F is the force experienced by the material, A is the area of material, LJL is the 
change in length of material due to the force and L is the length of material with no 
applied force. For Metglas 2826MB, E is between 100 and 110 GPa [12]. 
The change in Young's modulus of a material due to magnetisation is known as the 
LJE effect. This is defined as [26) [27]: 
(Eq. 2.4) 
Where EM is Young's modulus at constant magnetisation, andEs is Young's modulus 
in field H. The f...E effect is a consequence of magnetostriction in which the 
orientation ofmagnetic domains changes due to stress. As Fig. 2.16 shows, the strain 
in ferromagnetic materials is greater than in non-magnetic materials. This is due to the 
fact that the effective strain on the material is the sum of mechanical strain and 
magnetostrictive strain [28]: 
(Eq. 2.5) 
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The .0.E effect has important consequences in magnetoelastic tags. Because the DC 
biasing field on the material affects the elasticity of the material, the resonant 
frequency of the tag can also shift; in EAS systems this effect is not desirable, as 
small changes in magnetic field, caused by factors such as scattering of the biasing 
magnet or alignment to Earth's magnetic field could potentially render the tag useless. 
This is minimised by choosing resonator strips with relatively low magnetostriction 
and relatively high anisotropy [1]. 
Non-magnetic 
Stress 
Figure 2.16: Stress-strain curves of ferromagnetic and non-magnetic materials, also showing 
the saturation magnetostriction A., [23]. 
2.3.3 Modelling the Material 
The vibration of a magnetoelastic sensor with length parallel to the x-axis, excited by 
an AC magnetic field along the x-axis can be modelled using the equation of motion 
as [26] [29]: 
E a (Eq. 2.6) 
Where ux is the local displacement along the x-axis which is taken to be the long 
dimension of the ribbon, p is the density of sensor, E is the Young's modulus of 
sensor and a is Poisson's ratio of the sensor. 
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Solving the differential equation yields the equation for the sensor ' s resonant 
frequency: 
(Eq. 2.7) 
Where L is the length of sample, and n implies the n'" harmonic. The fundamental 
(n= l) frequency is the largest signal, and this is the frequency of interest. The 
dependence on Young's modulus of the material to its motion explains the reason 
behind the change in resonant frequency due to the ~E effect. 
A simpler alternative formula for resonant frequency can be found by noting that 
since .fn is proportional to L-1, if the two are plotted against each other, the graph is a 
straight line. The experimentally observed variation inf,, with L is shown in Fig. 2.17, 
showing a dependence of 1963 Hz-m [5] . 
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Figure 2.17: Inverse of sensor length versus resonant frequency [5]. 
2.3.3.1 Mass Loading of Magnetoelastic Sensors 
Since the vibrating magnetoelastic strip can be modelled by a second order 
mechanical system, basic mechanical theory predicts that an increase in mass will 
decrease the frequency of oscillation. This is indeed the case, and this therefore means 
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that if the mass of the strip can change due to the environmental parameter to be 
measured, the strip can be adapted for use as an environmental sensor by measuring 
the change in resonant frequency. This is achieved by coating the strip with a mass 
changing chemically reactive layer. 
If a uniform coating is applied to the surface of the sensor strip, the density p can be 
replaced as [26]: 
m + /j.m 
p= Ad (Eq. 2.8) 
where m is the mass of sensor, L1m is the mass of the coating, A is the surface area of 
the coating and dis the thickness of sensor. By substituting this value into Eq. 2.6 and 
solving the equation gives the new equation for the resonant frequency: 
1 
hoad = 2L 
(Eq. 2.9) 
If the mass of the coating is much lower than the mass of the sensor strip, then the 
frequency shift can be approximated by: 
(Eq. 2.10) 
Hence if the mass of the coating can change with changing environmental parameters, 
that parameter can be measured from the change in resonant frequency. 
Previous work by Smith [5] was done to apply humidity responsive coatings to the 
Metglas strips. The work involved coating the strips with polypyrrole (PPy) and 
polyvinyl alcohol (PV A). The responses of PPy and PV A are shown graphically in 
Fig. 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18: Previous resu lts with PPy (left) and PYA (right) coated sensors [5]. 
PPy was found to have a roughly linear response with a sensitivity of 7.5 Hz/RH(%), 
with a response time of about 20 minutes, while PV A was found to have a more non-
linear response, but with a higher sensitivity of 30 Hz/RH(%), and a longer response 
time of about 30 minutes. 
2.3.3.2 Temperature Dependence 
If the L\E effect is extended to include temperature dependence, the formula for 
Young's modulus of Eq. 2.4 becomes [26]: 
(Eq. 2.11) 
where Tis the absolute temperature, A.s is the magnetostriction, H is the applied field , 
Ms is the saturation magnetisation, H ku is the anisotropy field when the sensor is under 
a longitudinal stress a, EM is Young's modulus at constant magnetisation, and Es is 
Young's modulus in field H. 
If Eq. 2.11 is substituted into Eq. 2.7, the resonant frequency f o with temperature 
dependence is obtained: 
(Eq. 2.12) 
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Eq. 2.12 implies that by applying an appropriate DC biasing field to the sensor, it can 
be made to be temperature dependant or independent. Previous work by Smith [5] was 
done to determine the temperature dependence of 30 mm long Metglas 2826MB strips. 
The results are summarised in Fig. 2.19. 
The work of [5] showed that the strips have temperature dependence of -10 Hz/°C in a 
low bias field of 1 Oe. This field does not offset the magnetic anisotropy of the 
material and Young ' s modulus of the sample reduces to a purely mechanical elasticity, 
which decreases linearly with temperature . 
In a high bias field of 13.01 Oe, where the material is magnetically saturated, 
temperature dependence of -13 Hz/°C was measured. Here the material ' s 
magnetostrictivity is minimal, and again the temperature dependence arises from 
mechanical means. 
From [5] it was found that implementing a practical temperature sensor from Metglas 
2826MB strips may be difficult, as it was found that Metglas strips in as-cast state has 
relatively small temperature dependence, and require either a very high or very low 
biasing field to obtain a decent amount of resonant frequency shift. 
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Figure 2.19: Previous results with temperature dependence [5]. 
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2.3.4 Detection Methods 
A number of methods are available to measure the resonant frequency of the 
magnetoelastic sensor; these include magnetic, optical, acoustic and impedance de-
tuning methods [26]. The methods are summarised schematically in Fig. 2.20. 
All methods (except impedance de-tuning) involve the excitation of the sensor with an 
AC magnetic field generated by an excitation (or driving) coil, and after this 
excitation is stopped, the sensor response is measured using the various methods. 
These different methods will now be briefly discussed. An extensive review of the 
application of magnetoelastic materials as sensors was done by Grimes et al [26]. 
Twk'donum 
Puh.,' 
Figure 2.20: Methods to measure magnetoelastic sensors. 
2.3.4.1 Magnetic Method 
This method is similar to EAS systems found in stores. Once the sensor is excited by 
an AC magnetic field generated by the excitation coil, it will vibrate longitudinally, 
inducing small voltages in the reader coil, and will continue to vibrate after the 
excitation signal is stopped. This signal from the sensor is a decaying "ring-down" of 
the form shown previously in Fig. 2.3, and the amplitude of this signal is largest (and 
ring-down time longest) if the sensor was excited at its resonant frequency [26]. 
This signal is then analysed by techniques such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
technique, looking for the frequency with the largest amplitude or by counting the 
number of oscillations for a given amount of time (frequency counting). It has been 
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shown that the detection distance with this method is up to 30 em for sensor 10 em 
long. 
2.3.4.2 Acoustic Method 
Some groups have measured magnetoelastic sensors with the use of microphones [26). 
This is done by placing a microphone near the sensor, and because the sensor 
produces acoustic waves as well as magnetic flux when vibrating, this can be picked 
up by the microphone which converts the sound waves into a voltage signal. 
The advantage to this method is its detection range; it is longer than with the magnetic 
method described above, at up to 2 m for 10 em sensors but with lower accuracy. A 
disadvantage to this method is that the sound waves can reflect if the sensor is placed 
inside a container. 
2.3.4.3 Optical Method 
Another method that is found in literature is by the use of a laser beam, which is 
reflected on the surface of the vibrating sensor [26]. The change in intensity of the 
reflected beam can be converted to an electrical signal with a phototransistor, and this 
signal is used to measure the sensor response. 
The advantage to this method is long detection range; it is claimed that the maximum 
detection distance is up to 6 m for 1 em long sensor. A disadvantage to this method 
would be the fact it requires a more complex detection system, reduced accuracy, as 
well as the need to have a clear line of sight with the laser. Such disadvantages 
outweigh the advantages and thus this method is rarely used. 
2.3.4.4 Impedance De-tuning Method 
An impedance analyser can be used to measure the resonant frequency of 
magnetoelastic materials by placing it inside a reader coil, which is connected to the 
terminals of the analyser [26). The magnetoelastic material increases its magnetic 
permeability substantially at its resonant frequency and thus the inductance of the coil 
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sharply increases at this point. This change in inductance is shown as a peak on the 
impedance plot against frequency. 
Fig. 2.21 shows an example of a typical impedance and phase curve of a reader coil 
with a 40 mm long Metglas 2826MB strip inside, taken with an Agilent HP4294A 
impedance analyser. The impedance plot shows a sharp peak at resonance at about 
55 kHz, a phase minimum at 55.2 kHz and anti-resonance at 55.4 kHz where the 
impedance is minimal. 
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Figure 2.21: Impedance and phase plot of a reader coil with a Metglas 2826MB strip inside. 
The resonance, anti-resonance and minimum phase points are indicated. 
2.3.5 Literature Survey of Magnetoelastic Sensor Applications 
Magnetoelastic materials have been used to detect a large number of variables, 
including pressure, humidity, temperature, liquid viscosity/density, bacteria, thin-film 
elasticity, as well as chemicals such as carbon dioxide, ammonia and pH [26]. 
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Below are brief descriptions to some recent papers which describe the use of 
magnetoelastic sensors . 
Guntupalli et al [30] constructed a sensor for detecting the bacteria Salmonella 
typhimurium based on Metglas 2826MB ribbons. The Metglas strip was coated with 
an antibody to S. typhimurium and then exposed to different levels of the bacteria. 
The resonant frequency of the sensor was measured using an HP8751A network 
analyser set to do an S-parameter test. The paper reports a resonant frequency shift of 
691 Hz for a concentration of 1 x 109 CFU/mL for 2 x 0.4 mm sensors. Three different 
sizes of sensors were tested, and it was shown that larger ones have better detection 
rates . 
Ong et al [31] describes the use of magnetoelastic sensors for detection of endotoxins 
produced by bacteria. The sensor was measured with an electronic box which has a 
drive (excitation) coil and a separate reader (receive) coil (see Fig. 2.22), with a 
microcontroller which controls operations. The block diagram of the system is also 
shown in Fig. 2.22. The system works by measuring the change in impedance of the 
reader coil due to the sensor by measuring the coil voltage and current. DC biasing is 
also built-in, and so the sensor does not require a biasing magnet. The claimed 
sensitivity ofthe system is 0.0105 EU/ml. 
Figure 2.22: Detection system designed by Ong et al [31]. 
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Pang el al [32] investigated magnetoelastic sensors for measurement of pH of human 
body fluid. The magnetoelastic material was Metglas 2826MB, cut to resonate at 170 
kHz in air, and coated with a pH sensitive polymer. The measurements were done 
using a system where the sensor is placed in a small vial which is surrounded by a coil, 
which is used both for receiving and excitation, as shown in Fig. 2.23 . 
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The coil is then connected to a box housing the electronics. It IS stated that the 
frequency to pH relationship, in the linear range, was 0.2 kHz/pH. 
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Figure 2.23: Measurement of pH with magnetoelastic sensors [32]. 
Wan et al [33] describes the use of magnetoelastic sensors for detection of the 
bacterial spores of Bacillus anthracis which can be used as biological weapons . The 
measurement system is shown in Fig. 2.24. The system uses two coils, one for DC 
biasing, and another for exciting and reading the sensor. 
The sensor and reader coil arrangement is connected to a network analyser set to 
reflected impedance mode and the coil is swept in frequency from low to high. The 
paper claims that a frequency shift of 130 Hz was detected for an order of magnitude 
of spore concentration, while the detection limit was 103 spores/mi. 
Network Analyzer 
'" 511 Renectlon mode 
Coil with Sensor 
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Figure 2.24: Detection of bacterial spores with magnetoelastic sensors [33] 
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3. Design and Construction of a Handheld Magnetoelastic 
Sensor Reader 
3.1 Introduction 
From the initial work on magnetoelastic sensor work performed at SCPS by Smith [5], 
it became clear that the use of an impedance analyser and Helmholtz coil system for 
sensor readout is not practical for real-world applications. An impedance analyser is 
both expensive (cost approx. $50,000NZ) and non-portable (weight approx. 40 kg), 
making it impractical for applications outside the research laboratory. 
One of the main goals of this project was then the design and construction of a 
prototype portable sensor reader. Such a reader will be of great benefit in using these 
sensors in real applications. In order to be practical, the reader will have to be small 
and light enough to be easily handled by an operator and provide a relatively simple 
user interface. At the same time it should also be sensitive enough to detect changes in 
the sensor's resonant frequency at a realistic distance. 
A general system overview of the reader will be given in Section 3 .2, with the various 
sub-systems discussed in more detail in Sections 3.3 to 3.1 0. The printed circuit board 
(PCB) design and final system construction is described in Sections 3.11 and 3.12 
with the reader performance evaluated in Section 3.13. The chapter is concluded with 
Section 3.14 which contains suggested improvements for a next generation reader. 
The entire schematic diagram can be found in Appendix A, PCB layout on 
Appendix B, while microcontroller source code in C can be found in Appendix C. 
3.2 System Overview 
This electronic reader is powered from a single 9 V battery or AC adapter and through 
a drive coil and a reader coil placed close to the sensor its resonant frequency can be 
measured and displayed on the LCD. The circuit was initially designed and 
prototyped on a breadboard, and then transferred onto a PCB. 
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The block diagram of the system can be seen in Fig. 3 .1. 
LCD and Micro- Waveform ~ Power 
Keypad controller Generator Amplifier Drive Coil v r 
.. ~ 
Voltage Sensor Comparator 
-.. ,.. 
Output Band-pass Pre- Reader Coil Amplifier ~ Filter I~ Amplifier 
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of sensor reader. 
The device is controlled by a central microcontroller, the Atmel A T89C51 AC3. The 
microcontroller has a connected LCD and keypad which interfaces with the user. 
When the user asks for a measurement to start, the microcontroller through its Serial 
Peripheral Interface (SPI) port instructs the AD5930 waveform generator chip to 
produce an 80-cycle sine wave burst starting from a frequency lower than the 
expected resonant frequency, and the frequency is then gradually increased to above 
the expected resonant frequency . The signal from the waveform generator is fed into 
the SSM2211 power amplifier which is used to power the drive (excitation) coil, and 
this excites the sensor, causing it to vibrate. 
The sensor, after being excited by the drive coil, vibrates through magnetostriction 
inducing a small voltage in the reader coil , and continues to vibrate after the driving 
signal is stopped, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. 
The signal from the reader coil is then fed into a senes of operational amplifier 
circuits for conditioning. Firstly, it is amplified by a pre-amplifier, and then fed into 
an active band-pass filter. The filter is needed to remove high frequency noise as well 
as low frequency ringing present in the signal. The reason behind this combination is 
that because the sensor signal is very small, the filter does not work efficiently 
without being amplified first and can let through a lot of noise. The resulting signal is 
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then amplified again with another amplifier with adjustable gain to giVe the user 
control over the amplitude of signal (and noise) being fed into the following stages. 
Driving signal 
Received signal 
Sensor response 
Figure 3.2: Driving signal (top left), sensor response (bottom left) and the actual received 
signal which is the sum of both parts. 
The output from the amplifier is fed into an LM311 voltage comparator which 
converts the received signal to a series of digital pulses so it can be read by the 
microcontroller's internal counter. First, the driving signal is counted, and checked to 
see if it is the right length (80 pulses). After this is confirmed, the sensor response is 
counted. Since the ring-down of the sensor is longest if excited at its resonant 
frequency, the frequency at which the output of this comparator is longest is identified 
as the sensor's resonant frequency by the microcontroller. This effect is illustrated in 
the plot of Fig. 3.3, which shows the ring-down length of a magnetoelastic sensor, 
designed to resonate at about 55.5 kHz. The sensor is driven at different frequencies 
and it is clear from the plot that the sensor strip responds most strongly if driven near 
its resonant frequency. 
The reference voltage for the comparator is set manually with a trimming 
potentiometer, which is connected as a voltage divider from +5 V to ground. This 
voltage is normally set to about 2 V, which is just above the noise level measured in 
the system. The comparator converts the signal to a series of digital pulses so that the 
microcontroller can use its internal counters to find the number of pulses received 
from the sensor for each frequency. The frequency which gives the largest number of 
pulses (thus the longest oscillation) from the sensor is identified as the sensor's 
resonant frequency. At each frequency the reader waits for 5 ms to ensure that all the 
sensor pulses are counted. The time of 5 ms is used as this was found to be long 
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enough to account for the sensor's ring-down time even if placed very close to the 
reader coil. 
The above method was found to be the most noise immune and CPU efficient method 
for measuring the resonant frequency of magnetoelastic sensors. Other methods such 
as feeding the pulses into the microcontroller's external interrupt or Program Counter 
Array (PCA) capture input, while measuring the time taken for a given number of 
pulses was also investigated, but this was inefficient use of the microcontroller' s CPU 
resources as this requires interrupts to be serviced every few microseconds, as well as 
being very susceptible to noise effects. Alternatively, the onboard analogue to digital 
converter could have been used to analyse the sensor signal. This however was not 
considered due to the requirement of a more complex detection method required to 
analyse the incoming AC waveform. 
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Figure 3.3: Driving frequency versus sensor ring-down time. 
3.3 Microcontroller 
The microcontroller used was an Atmel A T89C51 AC3 [34] with the Plastic Leaded 
Chip Carrier 52-pin (PLCC52) package. This IC costs approximately $18NZ. This 
was used due to its familiarity, and its specifications were found to be adequate for 
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this purpose, and this package was used due to the convenience of being able to 
replace it easily with a socket. The A T89C51 AC3 is an 80C51-based 8-bit 
microcontroller with the following internal features: 
• 256 Bytes of RAM. 
• 2048 Bytes of ERAM. 
• 64 Kbytes of Flash memory. 
• 2 Kbytes of EEPROM. 
• In System Programming (ISP) capable. 
• Five IO ports. 
• Five channel Programmable Counter Array (PCA). 
• Three 16-bit timer/counter modules. 
• 1 O-bit Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC). 
• Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). 
• Power saving function. 
• Full duplex Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART). 
The A T89C51 AC3 is operated at 20 MHz in X2 mode (a faster speed means 
measurements are completed in less time), and its firmware code was written in 
ANSI-C, using the programming environment HI-TIDE from HI-TECH software [35]. 
The compiled code is sent to the microcontroller through either a USB port (using an 
external serial-USB adapter) or serial (RS-232) port on a computer using Atmel's 
FLIP (Flexible In-system Programmer) software [36]. 
The IO ports of the microcontroller are utilised as follows: 
• Port 0: 
o Data bits to LCD. 
• Port 1: 
o Pin 0: STANDBY signal to AD5930. 
o Pin 1: Timer2 up/down control. 
o Pin 2: SHUTDOWN signal to SSM2211. 
o Pin 3: ENABLE signal to 50 MHz oscillator. 
o Pin 4: SYNCOUT signal from AD5930. 
o Pin 5: MSBOUT signal from AD5930. 
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o Pin 6: INTERRPUT signal to AD5930. 
o Pin 7: Not used. 
• Port 2: 
o Keypadinput. 
• Port3: 
o Pin 0: UART RxD. 
o Pin 1: UART TxD. 
o Pin 2: RS signal to LCD. 
o Pin 3: RW signal to LCD. 
o Pin 4: TimerO counter input. 
o Pin 5: Not used. 
o Pin 6: EN signal to LCD. 
o Pin 7: Not used. 
• Port 4: 
o Pin 0: CONTROL signal to AD5930. 
o Pin 1: FSYNC signal to AD5930. 
o Pin 2: Not used. 
o Pin 3: SCLK signal to AD5930. 
o Pin 4: SDATA signal to AD5930. 
The block diagram of the overall program flow of the microcontroller code is shown 
in Fig. 3.4. The program is divided into four C source files and their corresponding 
header files; they are listed below: 
• main. c: 
The main program code, which contains the main() function. 
• keypad. c: 
Contains functions to read the keypad. 
• lcd.c: 
Contains functions to control the LCD, as well as simple string 
manipulation. 
• SetupFunctions.c: 
Contains functions to initialise registers for the timers, SPI etc. 
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The output of the comparator is connected to TimerO, one of the microcontroller's 
onboard timer/counter modules, which is operated as an externally triggered 16-bit 
counter. For each frequency, the initial 80-cycle excitation signal is detected by this 
counter. While this is being done, Timer2 is operated as a 16-bit auto-reload timer, 
which checks how long it is taking to finish detection of the drive signal. If the time is 
longer than expected, the microcontroller identifies an error in the drive signal, and 
stops the measurement. This is required as otherwise if there is no detected drive 
signal, the microcontroller enters an infinite loop. 
Once the drive signal is detected, the number of pulses produced by the sensor is 
counted. Because the number of sensor pulses expected is not known before the 
measurement (i.e. we do not know when the last sensor pulse will arrive), Timer2 is 
reset from the previous section and again operated as a 16-bit auto-reload timer, and 
run in order to set a time limit on when to stop sampling at. This time limit is set to 
about 5 ms which is close to the ring-down time when the sensor is very close to the 
reader coil. 
At each frequency, the number of pulses arriving after the initial 80-cycle excitation 
burst (i.e. the sensor pulses) is counted and compared to the previous maximum. If the 
current count is larger than the previous maximum count, the current count is set as 
the maximum, and the process is repeated for each frequency. The frequency is 
incremented by toggling pin 0 of port 4 on the microcontroller, connected to the 
CONTROL line on the waveform generator. The current frequency is known from the 
number of times the CONTROL line was toggled. 
This method works because, as shown in Fig. 3.3 the length of ringing produced by 
the sensor is in the form of a triangle; the number of pulses starts off small, increases 
gradually until a maximum value at the resonant frequency, and then gradually 
deceases, so the maximum value is always saved at the end. Finally, the maximum 
sensor pulses obtained is checked to see if it is greater than 40. This ensures that the 
"sensor" pulses were not caused simply by noise. The value of 40 was chosen as it 
was found that when the system was run without a sensor present, it would detect 
about 30 pulses, caused by noise effects. 
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The frequency which gave the largest number of pulses is then identified as the 
resonant frequency of the sensor, and this is then converted to the environmental 
parameter being measured with a floating point calculation. 
One point to note, which is not shown in Fig. 3.4, is that in the sensor measurement 
loop there also is some checking code run every 50 iterations which polls the keypad 
for an input on key 2. If the key is pressed, the measurement is cancelled. The reason 
for doing this every 50 cycles is because this is slow, and can hold up the 
measurement. Doing this every 50 iterations was found to be sufficient, requiring the 
key to be pressed for about 2 seconds. 
The entire measurement process takes about 1.5 minutes to analyse 2000 frequencies. 
Since the time taken for the measurement is mainly dependant on the waiting time at 
each frequency (5 ms), the use of a faster microcontroller would not result m a 
significantly shorter measurement time. 
3.4 LCD and Keypad 
The LCD and keypad are used to interface with the user, and arc directly connected to 
the microcontroller. The connections of these parts are discussed in this section. 
3.4.1 LCD 
The LCD module is a Seiko Instruments L 1672 which is an alphanumeric 16 
character x 2 line dot matrix display, which costs approximately $11 NZ. Table 3.1 
summarises the pin functions on the LCD as well as how they are connected. The data 
bits are connected to IO port 0 of the microcontroller, while the control lines are 
connected to port 3. DGND means digital ground, while DVCC refers to the digital 
+5 V power line. The driving voltage V Lc (pin 12) can be used to adjust the contrast 
of the LCD, however this was done in this application. 
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3.4.2 Keypad 
The keypad is connected to IO port 2 on the microcontroller. During prototyping, an 
ECO series numeric 12-way keypad was used but in the final design this was replaced 
with two pushbuttons in order to save space on the case. Also, the fact that other than 
keys 1 and 2, no other keys were being used meant having a keypad with 12 keys was 
unnecessary. 
The buttons arc connected as shown in Fig. 3.5. The buttons are activated by setting 
IO port 2 pin 0 to LOW output, and connecting the buttons to short the connection 
between this pin to input pins 4 (key/button 1) and 5 (key/button 2) on port 2. A LOW 
read from these lines indicates that the button is activated. 
The buttons used were MCS 18 series panel-mount pushbuttons from Schurter, which 
are "snapped" into place to holes on the case. The buttons cost approximately 
$6.80NZ each. 
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Table 3.1: Pin functions and connection for the LCD module. 
Pin no. Name Function Connection 
_'!_ 
1 DB7 Data bit P0.7 
2 DB6 Data bit P0.6 
3 DBS Data bit PO.S 
4 DB4 Data bit P0.4 
5 DB3 Data bit P0 .3 
6 DB2 Data bit P0.2 
7 DBl Data bit PO.l 
8 DBO Data bit PO.O 
9 EN Enable signal P3 .6 
10 RW Read/Write signal P3.3 
11 RS RS signal P3.2 
12 VLc Driving voltage DGND 
13 Yss GND DGND 
14 Voo +5 V power supply DVCC 
Button 1 
P2.0 - P2.4 0 1-- -
Button 2 
- P2.5 0---
Figure 3.5: Connection for the pushbuttons. 
3.5 Waveform Generator 
The waveform generator, used to produce the excitation signals, was chosen as a chip 
from Analog Devices ' family of Direct Digital Synthesisers (DDS). Direct Digital 
Synthesis is a technique to produce accurate sine, triangular and square waves from an 
accurate clock source. 
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Three DDS chips were found from New Zealand distributors Farnell and RS: 
• AD9852 Complete DDS 
• AD5930 Waveform Generator 
• AD5932 Waveform Generator 
The AD9852 [37] is a complete DDS, which means it has many features which would 
not be used for such an application. The chip was also expensive ( approx. $140NZ), 
and requires significant amount of power (in fact it requires a thermal pad on the 
PCB). The AD5930 [38] and AD5932 [39] chips are much simpler, lower-cost 
alternatives which would be more suited for such an application. Out of the two, the 
AD5930 was chosen as it has a Burst Mode - the ability to produce a waveform for a 
set period then idle, a function which was not available on the AD5932. The AD5930 
was slightly more expensive (approx. $37NZ) than the AD5932 (approx. $30NZ) due 
to this added feature. The AD5930 is programmed through a 3-wire serial interface 
with a microcontroller or microprocessor, such as Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI), 
Queued Serial Peripheral Interface (QSPI) or Microwire. 
The AD5930 is labelled by Analog Devices as a "Programmable Frequency Scan and 
Output Burst Waveform Generator", intended for low power applications. The device 
comes in a surface mounted 20-pin Thin Shrink Small Outline Package (TSSOP), 
taking little space on the PCB. The device can produce continuous or burst (produce 
for a set length of time) waveforms with increasing frequency in the following way: 
f F,tart + (~F X n) (Eq. 3.1) 
Wherefis the current frequency, F,ran is the initial frequency, /JF is the increment size 
and n is the n1h frequency increment. The three parameters are pre-programmed and 
thus remove the need for continuous data transfers from the microcontroller. 
Since this IC is only available in surface mount packages, during prototyping, a 
simple PCB was constructed to accommodate the AD5930, with connected leads to 
interface with the breadboard. 
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3.5.1 Circuit Setup 
The circuit for the AD5930 was designed to closely resemble Analog Devices ' 
evaluation board [ 40]. The schematic for the AD5930 with supporting components is 
shown in Fig. 3.6. The device is powered from two 5 V power lines AVCC and 
DVCC, which are separated with a bead inductor to reduce noise. 
The clock source (MCLK) used was a 5 V powered SG-8002JA series [41] surface 
mount oscillator from Epson (cost approx. $1 0.60NZ) producing a sine wave of 
50 MHz between 5 V and 0 V. The choice was due to Analog Devices recommending 
the Epson brand on their website, claimed as being accurate and reliable [ 42]. 
Because the output frequency is derived from this clock source, the maximum and 
minimum output frequencies are limited by this oscillator frequency. For this case it is 
3 Hz up to 25 MHz. If further resolution is required, the oscillator can be replaced 
with a lower speed version in the same series, with a few modifications to the 
microcontroller code. 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of waveform generator circuit with supporting components. 
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II· AG}.l) 
At the outputs (lOUT and its complement, IOUTB) of the AD5930, there is a 200 n 
resistor and a 20 pF capacitor to ground. The resistor acts as a load in order to convert 
the current output to a voltage and the capacitor in parallel to it acts as a low pass 
filter to reduce clock signal feed through. The resistor at FSADJUST pin sets the full-
scale output current. The resistance-to-current relationship is: 
1.20V 
IOUTFULL-SCALE = 18 X -R--
SET 
(Eq. 3.2) 
Where the 1.20 V is the reference voltage found at pin 2. Nominally RsEr is set to 
6.8 kQ, giving full-scale current of approximately 3.2 rnA, thus with a 200 n load the 
output will oscillate approximately between 0 and 0.7 V (measured to be closer to 
0.8 V). 
One may notice the pms labelled SYNCOUT and MSBOUT. The two pms are 
connected to the microcontroller (SYNCOUT to port 1 pin 4 and MSBOUT to 
port l pin 5), but are currently not used. The former is intended to signal the end of a 
frequency sweep, and the latter is intended to produce a square wave output. It was 
thought that the output from SYNCOUT could be used instead of counting the 
80-cycle excitation burst but this could not be achieved. 
In order to save power, the STAND BY pin can be set HIGH, causing the AD5930 to 
idle. The STANDBY pin is connected to port I pin 0 on the microcontroller but this 
pin had to be disabled with the pull-down resistor R33 because the IO ports of the 
microcontroller normally idle HIGH and thus can activate the pin at start-up, causing 
the chip to enter STANDBY state when an output is needed. If the AD5930 requires 
idling, the ENABLE pin on the SG-8002JA oscillator can be set LOW. This pin is 
connected to port 1 pin 3 on the microcontroller and it causes the oscillator to stop 
producing its output, resulting in lower power consumption [ 42]. 
The INTERRUPT pin is connected to port 1 pin 6 on the microcontroller and by 
applying a LOW-to-HIGH transition to this pin, the AD5930 can be put into 
INTERRUPT state, temporarily halting its operation. Normally this line should be set 
to LOW. 
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3.5.2 Programming the Waveform Generator 
The AD5930 waveform generator is programmed through a serial data connection 
using the microcontroller's SPI, found on IO port 4. The microcontroller is 
programmed as Master and its Slave Select (SS) pin is disabled as there are no other 
SPI devices in the system. 
The AD5930 accepts 16-bit instructions while the microcontroller is 8-bit. To work 
around, an instruction is transferred in two separate bytes. The serial clock idles 
HIGH between the two bytes, and one of the IO lines (FSYNC) is held low while the 
two bytes are being sent to indicate a single instruction. These settings for the SPI are 
defined by the register SPCON on the microcontroller. The 16-bit instruction consists 
of 4 register address bits and 12 data bits, with the address bits being sent first. The 
device requires four pins for programming and control: 
• CONTROL (CTRL) 
This pin is used to determine when the device is in programming mode (it is 
logic LOW when it is) or not, as well as being the external control for starting 
and changing the output by toggling from LOW to HIGH. Output frequencies 
are also incremented by toggling this line. The microcontroller' s port 4, pin 0 
is used for this line. 
• FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION (FSYNC) 
This is equivalent to a Chip Select (CS) on other SPI devices. It is held LOW 
while two bytes of the same instruction are being transferred to the device. 
The microcontroller's port 4, pin 1 is used for this line. 
• SERIAL CLOCK (SCK) 
This is the serial clock signal of the SPI. It is found on port 4, pin 3 on the 
microcontroller. 
• SERIAL DATA (SDATA) 
This is the serial data signal. It is labelled as Master Out Serial In (MOSI) on 
the microcontroller, at port 4, pin 4. 
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A number of registers in the AD5930 must be programmed before use. They are 
shown in the following sections. 
3.5.2.1 Control Register 
The Control Register has the address OxO and sets up the operating modes of the 
AD5930. It is programmed to run in External Increment, Auto-Burst Mode. This 
implies that the frequency increment is controlled by LOW-to-HIGH transitions on 
the CTRL line, and the length of the burst is pre-programmed. The output idles at 
midscale after the burst until the CTRL line is toggled again. The transferred data are 
shown in Table 3.2. The top row is the bit number, and bottom shows the data. The 
shaded region indicates the address bits. 
Table 3.2: Transferred data for the Control Register. 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Value 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 OxOE33 
For External Increment, Auto-Burst Mode, the CW/BURST bit (bit 7) must be 0, 
INT/EXT BURST bit (bit 6) must be 0 and INT/EXT INCR (bit 5) must be 1. 
The other bits that must be set are bits 0 and 1 which must always be 1, SINE/TRI (bit 
9) which must be 1 to give a sinusoidal output, DAC ENABLE (bit 1 0) which must be 
1 to enable the output digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) and B24 (bit 11) which 
must be 1 to enable 2 write operations to load a complete word into the Fstarr and ~F 
registers. MODE (bit 4) is set to 1 which gives a saw-sweep frequency profile, 
implying that once the maximum frequency is reached, the sweep simply restarts from 
Fstart· Setting this bit to 0 gives a triangular frequency profile meaning that the once 
the maximum frequency is reached, the frequency will decrement from maximum 
down to Fstart and then restart. 
The remaining bits SYNCOUTEN (bit 2) and SYNCSEL (bit 3) control the output at 
the SYNCOUT pin, while the bit MSBOUTEN (bit 8) controls the MSBOUT pin. 
Since these functions are currently not used they are set to 0. 
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3.5.2.2 F start and AF Registers 
The two Fsrart registers (addresses OxC and OxD) contains the least significant bits 
(LSB) and most significant bits (MSB) respectively of the initial frequency to start 
from. The frequency value (the Frequency Tuning Word, FTW) is calculated as: 
(Eq. 3.3) 
Where ! wanted is the wanted frequency, lose is the Master Clock frequency (MCLK) 
provided by the oscillator and 24 refer to the fact that the core is 24-bit. The start 
frequency is programmed to 52 kHz, thus the FTW is Ox004428 . The least significant 
bits are programmed to address OxC and the data sent are shown in Table 3.3. ote 
that this is split into 2 bytes during programming as it is 16-bit. 
Table 3.3: Transferred data for the F51an, low bits. 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Value 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 OxC428 
The most significant bits of the instruction are programmed to address OxD, the data 
are shown in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4: Transferred data for the F51an, high bits . 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Value 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 OxD004 
The delta frequency word (LlF) registers determines the step size in frequency 
increment, and it is calculated and programmed in the same way. This is set to the 
smallest value of Ox 1 giving 3 Hz. The transferred data for the low order bits are 
transferred to address Ox2 and is shown in Table 3.5 . 
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Table 3.5: Transferred data for the t.F, low bits. 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Value 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ox2001 
Similarly to the above the high order bits are transferred to address Ox3 with the data 
shown in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6: Transferred data for the t.F, high bits. 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Value 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ox3000 
3.5.2.3 Number of Increments 
This register is found at address Ox 1, and defines the number of frequency increments 
in a single sweep. Since the register is 12-bit, the maximum is 4096, while the 
minimum is 2. This value depends on the resolution and maximum frequency required. 
Since the output frequency is defined as in Eq. 3.1, to give a maximum frequency of 
58 kHz with a ilF frequency of 3 Hz and an f start of 52 kHz, the number of increments 
must be 2000. This value is transferred to address Ox1 with the data shown in 
Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7: Transferred data for the Number of Increments. 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Value 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Ox17DO 
3.5.2.4 Burst Interval 
The Burst Interval register at address Ox 1 Oxx defines the length of each burst in terms 
of time length or number of waveform cycles. Grimes et al [43] claims that maximum 
sensor response can be obtained with at least 80 cycles, so 80 cycles is used. The data 
are transferred to address Ox 1 OXX, where XX means that it does not matter. The data 
are shown in Table 3.8. 
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Table 3.8: Transferred data for the Burst Interval. 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Value 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Ox8050 
3.6 Power Amplifier 
The power amplifier is used to power the drive coil with enough current so that the 
sensor will produce a large enough signal in the reader coil. The input is taken from 
lOUT of the AD5930. Although in literature operational amplifiers have been used 
for this purpose [2] , when this was attempted the signal from the sensor was too small, 
as the operational amplifier could not provide enough current to the coil. 
Since the frequency of interest is in the kHz range, most IC audio power amplifiers 
can be used. The original power amplifier IC used in testing was a standard LM384 
5 W audio amplifier from National Semiconductor [44] . This was successful in 
driving the coil during the early stages in testing, but it was later decided that this 
chip ' s requirement of at least a +12 V power supply was too high for portable systems. 
For the above reason a smaller, lower power amplifier was in order; namely the 
SSM2211 1.5 W audio power amplifier from Analog Devices [ 45]. This is available 
as an 8-pin Small Outline Integrated Circuit (SOIC-8). This chip was chosen because 
of its low cost (approx. $2NZ), relatively high power (1.5 W) and its 5 V power 
supply requirement. It also has adjustable gain by setting two external resistors , a 
feature not available on the previous LM384, which had a fixed gain of 50. In 
addition the chip has a SHUTDOWN mode, putting it in a low-power state, useful to 
save battery charge. 
The SSM2211 has a differential output, so the output can swing to twice its supply 
voltage (1 0 V). One precaution shown in the datasheet was that when observing the 
output of the amplifier on an oscilloscope, it advised against connecting probes 
directly across a load, saying that this can short the outputs, causing damage to the 
chip. The datasheet therefore instructs the user to attach two probes on each side of 
the load and ground both, setting the oscilloscope to add the two channels (with one 
channel inverted) . 
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3.6.1 Circuit Setup 
The schematic diagram for the power amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 3.7 . According 
to the datasheet, the voltage gain can be adjusted as: 
R A =2 x ___f_ 
v R 
I 
(Eq. 3.4) 
Where RF is the feedback resistor R32 and R1 is the input resistor R31. With the 
resistor values used the SSM2211 is configured for a voltage gain of 11.2 VN. Since 
the output from the AD5930 is about 0.8 V peak-to-peak, the peak-to-peak voltage 
across the power amplifier's output is about 9 V. 
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of power amplifier circuit with coil connector. 
Another point to note is the relationship between the decoupling capacitor and input 
resistor. The datasheet states that the two components form a high-pass filter, 
blocking DC and low frequency signals. The relationship between cut-off frequency 
and the components is: 
(Eq. 3.5) 
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predicting a high-pass cut-off of 3 Hz. The SSM2211 also has a SHUTDOWN 
function at pin 1. This is an active high signal which puts the power amplifier in a low 
power state. This pin is connected to the microcontroller's port 1, pin 2. 
The 8.2 Q resistor (R34) at the output of the power amplifier is present to protect the 
chip from damage as it was found that driving the coil without any resistance 
sometimes caused the chip to become very hot and fail. An 8.2 Q resistor was chosen 
as it is close to the resistance it is designed for (8 Q speakers). Using lower value 
resistors was found not to increase the signal quality, but it had the opposite effect 
where it caused more noise to be present in the reader coil. 
Similarly to the AD5930, this IC is only available as SOIC-8 surface mount so during 
prototyping the SSM2211 was mounted on a simple PCB to interface with the 
breadboarded components. 
3.7 Operational Amplifier Circuits 
A single quad operational amplifier ( op amp) was used for the four functions: 
• Non-inverting amplifier (pre-amplifier) 
• Low-pass filter 
• High-pass filter 
• Non-inverting amplifier (output amplifier) 
The op amp chosen was an OPA4228 from Burr-Brown Instruments [46], a division 
of Texas Instruments. They are advertised as high precision, low noise op amps 
intended for a number of applications including filtering. They have a wide bandwidth 
(33 MHz), high slew rate (10 V/Jls) and low noise (3 nV/~Hz) and cost approximately 
$28NZ. They can be powered from supplies anywhere between ±2.5 V to ± 18 V and 
so are very flexible. Both surface mount SOIC-14 and dual inline DIP-14 versions arc 
available. The DIP-14 version was used so it could be easily replaced with a socket. 
The first stage is the non-inverting amplifier. This amplifies the signal received from 
the reader coil, giving a voltage gain of about 30 V/V. The reason for having a voltage 
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amplifier before the filter is to minimise noise; it was found feeding a small signal 
into would increase noise as the filter would not operate well enough. 
The second stage is an active band-pass filter. The filter is needed because without 
filtering, the received signal looks like Fig. 3.8, with a lot of high frequency noise as 
well as low frequency ringing. This filter was designed as a Butterworth 2 nd order 
active filter, with cut-off frequencies at 72 kHz and 41 kHz for the low and high pass 
sections respectively. Since the signal is expected to be between 50 kHz and 60 kHz, 
this is a sufficient range. The reason for a Butterworth filter was that it is the easiest to 
design, as well as have the flattest pass band response. Higher order filters were also 
investigated, but due to the higher part count and complexity they were not included 
in the final design. 
Figure 3.8: Amplified but unfiltered signal - due to noise we cannot see the sensor signal. 
An important point found during testing was that the low-pass section of the filter 
must be put before the high-pass section, otherwise the output became unstable. This 
may have been due to the fact that there is a very large difference in signal amplitude 
between the drive and sensor signals. This then can cause the op amp output to hit the 
power supply rails when amplifying the drive signal, as the voltage gain needs to be 
quite large in order to amplify the sensor signal to detectable levels. 
The final stage is another non-inverting amplifier to give the user control over the size 
of signal, as well as amount of noise . The gain adjustment is done manually with a 
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single 10 kQ potentiometer. Although a digital potentiometer could also be used for 
this purpose, it was not implemented for two reasons. Firstly it is expected that gain 
adjustment should only need to be done once, and that it would make the system 
unnecessarily more complex. 
3.7.1 Circuit Setup 
The designed op amp circuit showing the pre-amplifier, low-pass filter, high-pass 
filter and output amplifier is shown in Fig. 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of op amp circuit. 
3.8 Voltage Comparator 
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The voltage comparator is used to convert the amplified and filtered reader signal 
from the op amp to a series of digital pulses so that it can be read by the 
microcontroller ' s onboard counter. This operation is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 0. The 
comparator IC used was a standard LM311 (cost approx. $1.50NZ) [47] due to its 
familiarity and simple operation. Similarly to the op amps, the LM311 is available in 
both SOIC-8 and DIP-8 versions. Again the DIP version was used for convenience. 
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Figure 3.10: The voltage comparator produces a digital HIGH output (bottom) if the input 
signal (top) is higher than the reference voltage (red line). 
3.8.1 Circuit Setup 
The comparator circuit is shown in Fig. 3.11. The output of the fourth op amp 
(OUTD) from the previous section is fed into decoupling capacitor C25 to remove DC 
offsets, and then into the non-inverting input of the comparator. A hysteresis resistor 
R22 was also added but this was found to have little effect on the output. 
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Figure 3.11 : Schematic of voltage comparator circuit. 
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The reference voltage is set with potentiometer R27, which acts as a voltage divider 
from +5 V to ground. Nominally the reference voltage should be set to about 2 V, 
with the noise floor (adjusted by the op amp output gain) set just below this level. The 
output is taken from the collector of the output transistor, giving a sharp pulse of 0 to 
5 V when OUTD exceeds the reference voltage. 
3.9 Power Supply and Grounding 
The entire device is intended to be powered from a single 9 V battery or AC adapter, 
which is regulated to 5 V with a STMicroelectronics L4940D2T5 low drop-out (LDO) 
1.5 A surface mount voltage regulator (cost approx. $2.75NZ) [48]. Since this is an 
LDO regulator, the input voltage can be as low as 5.5 V, which means lower voltage 
batteries and adapters can also be used if required. 
Because the op amps and the voltage comparator require a negative supply, a Linear 
Technology LT1054CN8 voltage converter [49] chip is used to invert the 5 V into 
-5 V. The LT1054CN8 was chosen over other DC to DC converters because of its 
high current capability (100 rnA), relatively low cost (approx. $8.40NZ) and simple 
operation with minimal external parts required (just 3 capacitors). The package of the 
L T 1 054CN8 was chosen as DIP-8, so that it could be replaced easily with a socket. 
The datasheet of the AD5930 recommends that the chip's analogue VCC (AVCC) and 
digital VCC (DVCC) supplies be separated in order to reduce noise and spurs. In the 
schematic for the chip's evaluation circuit, the DVCC was separated from AVCC 
through a bead inductor and a 1.5 kQ resistor. This was attempted, but the voltage 
drop between the two power lines became somewhat large. Thus the series resistance 
was removed (see R30 on Fig. 3.6). 
Another recommendation in the datasheet was to separate the analogue (AGND) and 
digital (DGND) grounds, and only make one connection between them with the 
ground link (see R29 in Fig. 3.6) being close to the AD5930. When this advice was 
ignored, the output became very noisy and spiky, and caused problems in other parts 
of the circuit. 
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3.9.1 Circuit Setup 
The power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 3 .12, with the regulator on top while the 
voltage converter is found below. The voltage converter was found to have a voltage 
which was slightly higher than -5 V at -4.7 V, possibly due to high current draw, 
when all the parts were powered from it. This was not a serious problem as the 
negative half of the signal waveform is not used for measurement. 
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of power supply circuit. Shown on top is the 5 V regulator and 
bottom the voltage converter. 
3.10 Reader and Drive Coils 
The drive coil is connected to the output of the power amplifier, and creates the 
excitation AC magnetic field for the sensor. Put close to the sensor is the reader coil 
which receives the response of the sensor and feeds it into the first op amp. In some 
papers researchers have used a single coil for both functions [2] [ 43] by using a 
switching circuit; however to simplify the system this was not done in this case. 
The coils were both designed as 40-tum, 8 em diameter, air-cored types made from 
0.5 mm enamelled copper wire. Larger diameter coils were investigated, but they 
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tended to have more noise, and did not provide improvement as the signal was more 
difficult to restore. Coils with smaller diameters tended to have shorter range. 
An important point is to provide spacing between the two coils. If the two coils are 
positioned close together, the reader coil had significant noise, and made the sensor 
signal undetectable. This is shown in Fig. 3.13 where the left image shows the reader 
signal without spacing and with spacing on the right. The spacing distance was set to 
5 em and this was found to be sufficient. 
Figure 3.13: Difference in signal quality after filtering and amplification for 40-tum reader 
and drive coils, not spaced (left) and spaced by 5 em (right). 
The final coils were made by wrapping the wire around a cylinder made from plastic 
and is shown in Fig. 3 .14. Since the two coils are identical, they are interchangeable 
as long as the one closer to the sensor is used as the reader. 
Figure 3.14: Reader probe consisting of the drive coil and reader coil. 
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Space for a 7.5 ern diameter, ring shaped magnetic core is also provided on both sides 
for further upgrades in the future if required. The total weight of the probe was 
measured to be about 270 g. 
During testing, it was found that the probe is highly sensitive to interference from 
CRT screens, especially if positioned perpendicular to the screen. The interference 
caused significant noise to be present in the reader signal, making the reader unusable. 
To prevent such noise problems it is therefore recommended that when the reader is in 
use, the probe be placed at least 2 rn away from CRT screens, or even turn these 
screens off. 
3.11 Printed Circuit Board Design 
The PCB for the reader system was designed in Altium Designer as a doubled sided 
copper board. The designed board is shown in Fig. 3.15. The PCB was designed to be 
installed in a Hammond 1599EBK handheld plastic case. This case was chosen due to 
its ideal size (height x length x width = 35 x 170 x 85 mrn) and low cost (approx. 
$20NZ). 
In order to able to fit the PCB in the case and to save space, surface mount resistors 
and capacitors were used. The package types of resistors and capacitors were chosen 
as 0805 (0.08 x 0.05 inches) as they were the most common with distributors, 
meaning they arc the easiest to find. The trimming potentiometers were also made 
surface mount. Tantalum capacitors were placed near each IC to filter the power 
supply, and these were chosen to be case-C surface mount. 
For integrated circuits which have both DIP and SOIC versions, their DIP versions 
were used, as they could be replaced easily with a socket, and that the same parts used 
on the breadboard could be used. This eliminated the need to find and order their 
surface mount counterparts. 
The reader and drive coils are connected to the PCB with a 5-way terminal block. 
Viewed from the front, the 2 connectors on the left hand left side is the output from 
the power amplifier for the drive coil, and the 2 connectors on the right hand side are 
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the input and ground lines from the reader coil. The central connector is not connected. 
The terminal block has a sticker with "R" and "D" to indicate the connections as 
shown in Fig. 3.16. 
RS-232 port 
and 
transceiver 
comparator 
Program (P) 
and reset (R) 
buttons 
LCD and 
keypad 
connectors 
Reference voltage and 
voltage gain potentiometers 
Figure 3.15: Completed PCB of reader mounted in its case. 
Figure 3.16: Terminal block connector for the reader and drive coils. 
Power 
supply 
circuit 
As the datasheet for the AD5930 suggested, the board is separated into analogue and 
digital sections; the digital circuitry (microcontroller, RS-232 etc.) are shielded with 
digital ground planes, while analogue circuitry (op amps, comparator etc.) are given 
analogue ground planes. 
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To aid in debugging and testing the board, a test port was added on the top right hand 
corner of the PCB which has connections to some of the major signal and power lines. 
The layout of the test port is shown in Table 3.9. Note that pins 10 and 12 are not 
used; they were originally intended to test the second voltage comparator to add 
further functionality, but it was decided it is not necessary to have two comparators. 
Table 3.9: Test port layout on the PCB. 
Pin no. Connection Function 
1 DVCC Digital +5 V power line 
2 AVCC Analogue +5 V power line 
3 -VCC -5 V power line 
4 DGND Digital ground 
5 AGND Analogue ground 
6 DDS OUTA Output A from AD5930 
7 OUTD Output from op amp D 
8 PAMP IN Input to SSM2211 
9 COMP OUTl Output from comparator 1 
10 COMP OUT2 Not used 
11 REFl Reference voltage on comparator! 
12 REF2 Not used 
13 NC No connection 
14 NC No connection 
3.11.1 Debugging the Board 
A few changes to the PCB after production had to be made in order for it to work. 
One was a short between two of the adjacent SPI lines connected to the AD5930, and 
this meant the tracks had to be carved out with a blade and wired by hand. 
Secondly, because the D-subminiature connector for RS-232 was not milled out or 
drilled by the PCB manufacturer, it had to be done manually, and also wiring to the 
pins of the connector had to also be done by hand. 
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Finally, through switching to surface mount components as opposed to through-hole 
used in testing for the op amp circuits, the response of the filter and non-inverting 
amplifier was worse, with significant being noise present in the output signal, limiting 
the detection range. Feeding sine waves of varying frequencies from a function 
generator into the filter showed that the circuit was operating correctly without 
significant noise being present. Only when the actual measurement signal which is of 
varying frequency and amplitude was being fed was the output problematic. This 
therefore may have been due to an issue with the choice of capacitors used in the filter. 
After some time looking at methods to solve this problem, it was decided to construct 
an external op amp circuit using only through-hole components. The PCB facility at 
university could not be used at this time due to technical problems with the PCB 
milling machine, so a prototyping board was used. In this board, instead of using a 
single OPA4228 quad op amp, two OPA2228 dual op amp chips (cost approx. 
$11.50NZ) were used to allow more space for wiring. 
This new board was found to operate significantly better, with less noise and better 
stability. The board is shown in Fig. 3.17, and Fig. 3. I 8 shows how it is installed 
inside the case. The op amp board is placed on top of the original reader PCB, and the 
case is closed on top. A piece of anti-static foam is used to separate the op amp board 
from the original reader PCB. The op amp circuit built on the original PCB is 
bypassed, and the input and power lines for the board is taken from the IC socket for 
the OPA4228 op amp which was previously installed on the PCB. The input (yellow 
wire) is plugged into the pin 3 of the socket, while the +5 V (red wire) and -5 V 
(green wire) power lines are plugged into pin 4 and pin I l pins of the socket 
respectively. The ground is soldered to an available ground point, while the output is 
soldered to pin 2 of the LM311 comparator. 
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setting 
potentiometer 
(blue case) 
Figure 3.17: Constructed op amp circuit with a prototyping board. 
Figure 3.18: Completed reader system with case open, showing the reader probe and the new 
op amp board, which is mounted on top of the original PCB. 
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3.12 Completed System 
The reader system with the cover on is shown in Fig. 3.19. With all the parts installed 
in the case, the total weight of the system was approximately 250 g (520 g including 
reader probe), which is very reasonable for handheld use. An approximated cost of the 
reader is $200NZ including parts and labour. A Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) 
slide switch was added to the side of the case for ON/OFF control. This should prove 
useful when a battery is used to power the system. 
At the lower right hand corner are the pushbuttons for user input. The connection for 
the buttons was explained in Section 3.4.2. The green button is the "RUN" (button 1) 
button, and is used to confirm user input and start measurements, and red is the 
"STOP" (button 2) button which stops a measurement if it is held down for about 
2 seconds. 
In addition to the above, two small holes were drilled above the PROGRAM and 
RESET buttons on the PCB, and this allows the system to be programmed from PC 
without opening the case. These buttons were placed internally to simplifY the user 
interface as well as to reduce cost - the smaller internal buttons were much cheaper 
than larger external buttons (approx. $2.50 vs. $6.80). Since these buttons are only 
needed when reprogramming the microcontroller, they should not cause significant 
inconvenience to the user. 
After connecting the serial cable to the RS-232 port, the user can put the 
microcontroller into programming mode by holding the PROGRAM button down, 
and then pushing the RESET button with a pair of thin sticks (such as a screwdriver) 
as shown in Fig. 3.20. The device can now be connected and programmed though 
FLIP. 
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PROGRAM 
(right) and 
RESET (left) 
buttons 
Figure 3.19: Completed reader system with case closed. 
RUN (left) and 
STOP (right) 
buttons 
Figure 3.20: Setting the reader into programming mode by pushing the two internal buttons. 
3.13 Performance of System 
The performance characteristics of the sensor reader was evaluated by measuring the 
resonant frequency of a generic magnetoelastic sensor, designed to resonate at about 
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54 kHz. The firmware code of the microcontroller was slightly modified to display the 
number of sensor pulses detected as well as the measured resonant frequency at the 
end of the measurement. 
The sensor was placed at different positions from the reader probe and the number of 
detected pulses from the sensor and the resonant frequency measured was recorded. 
10 measurements were done at each position to calculate the mean value and to find 
the spread in values. 
3.13.1 Detection Distance 
The reader probe was put at different distances to the magnetoelastic sensor, and the 
performance of the system was tested. The probe was put on its side, and the sensor 
was aligned to the centre of the reader coil. The distances were measured from the 
edge of the reader probe to the end of the sensor strip. The placement of the probe and 
sensor is shown in Fig. 3.21. 
Reader coil 
Drive coil 
0 
Figure 3.21: Measuring the effect of distance from reader coil. 
The plot of the number of sensor pulses detected against distance is shown in Fig. 
3.22. It was found that the reader is able to detect the sensor up to 2 em away. If it is 
put further away, then the number of detected sensor pulses became less than the 
threshold value of 40, and was no longer detected. The drop in number of detected 
sensor pulses against distance was approximately linear with a gradient of 
-18 .6 pulses/em. The standard deviation of the number of sensor pulses detected was 
between 1.1 and 1. 9. 
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Figure 3.22: Distance from reader probe versus mean number of detected sensor pulses, also 
showing the standard deviation. 
The following plot of Fig. 3.23 shows the mean of the resonant frequencies of the 
sensor measured by the reader, as well as the standard deviation at each distance. 
Fig. 3.23 shows that the mean in measured frequencies varied from 54.24 kHz to 
54.33 kHz, but an obvious relationship with distance could not be observed. Fig. 3.23 
also shows that placing the sensor at further distances docs not increase the standard 
deviation (spread) in measured resonant frequency significantly, although at 2 em the 
standard deviation was largest. 
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Figure 3.23: Distance from reader probe versus mean of measured resonant frequencies, also 
showing the standard deviation. 
3.13.2 Offsetting from Centre 
The effect of misalignment from the centre of the reader coil was investigated. The 
end of the sensor was placed at a constant distance (0 em) from the end of the reader 
probe but the position ofthe sensor was offset from the centre of the probe by varying 
distances. Fig. 3.24 shows how the sensor and reader probe were positioned. 
This offset distance was varied from 0 em (centre of the coil) to 3 em (just inside the 
coil). At offsets over 3 em the number of sensor pulses detected became less than the 
threshold of 40 and were not detected. The standard deviations of the number of 
pulses was similar to that in Section 3.13 .1, and were found to be between 1.1 and 1. 9 
and are indicated by the error bars on Fig. 3.25. 
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Reader probe 
Figure 3.24: Measuring the effect of offsetting from the centre of the reader coil. 
The plot of the number of sensor pulses detected against distance is shown in 
Fig. 3.25. The drop in the number of detected sensor pulses against offset distance 
was approximately linear with a gradient of -9.58 pulses/em. The plot of Fig. 3.26 
shows the mean of the measured resonant frequencies of the sensor as well as the 
standard deviation at each offset distance. 
Fig. 3.26 shows that the average in measured resonant frequencies do not change 
significantly with increased offset distance, with the values ranging from 54.20 kHz to 
54.26 kHz. Fig. 3.26 also shows that the spread in measured frequencies tends to 
increase with increased offset distance. This suggests that in order to make the 
measurement to be most accurate and reproducible, the sensor should be placed near 
the centre of the reader probe. 
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Figure 3.25: Offset distance from centre of reader probe versus mean number of detected 
sensor pulses, also showing the standard deviation. 
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Figure 3.26: Offset distance from centre of reader probe versus mean of measured resonant 
frequencies, also showing the standard deviation. 
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3.14 Possible Improvements 
There are a number of possible improvements that can be made to the reader. One 
major point is to improve the detection distance. Currently the detection limit is only 
2 em - this is limited mainly by noise issues in the input signal. If the signal to noise 
ratio can be improved the signal amplitude can be increased and thus achieve a better 
detection distance. A larger reader coil may also be necessary. 
As explained in Section 3.10 there is a space for a magnetic core in the reader probe. 
The effect of adding a core could be investigated. This may increase the signal 
strength and hence increase the detectable distance. A few adjustments to the 
detection circuitry may also be necessary. 
Another possible area is to integrate the reader and drive coils into the PCB by 
employing a spiral inductor, rather use an external coil pair. This would further 
improve the portability and robustness of the system by having just one box to carry. 
The RS-232 port of the reader is currently only used when programmmg the 
microcontroller. This port can also be used to interface with software on PC, and this 
means that PC software can be designed to add further functionality to the system. 
Another area is to make measurements faster. Currently the system takes about 
1.5 minutes to complete a measurement, which can be a bit slow. As stated previously, 
simply employing a faster microcontroller would not improve measurement speed due 
to the waiting required at each frequency. One solution would be to reduce the 
number of frequencies that arc analysed in the measurement; however this could 
result in reduced accuracy in the resulting resonant frequency. 
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4. The Development of Magnetoelastic Sensors 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2, some selected properties of magnetoelastic materials were discussed. 
One of these properties was the requirement for a DC biasing magnetic field. It was 
explained that a DC magnetic field applied longitudinally to the sensor strip increases 
the signal of the sensor, as well as shifts its resonant frequency. In Section 4.2, these 
effects were investigated by placing the strip in different magnetic fields provided by 
a Helmholtz coil pair. 
In order to make the sensor small and portable, the bias field was to be supplied by a 
magnet, attached to the sensor strip so as to give the required field. Section 4.3 
discusses the use of a permanent magnet for biasing. 
Also in Chapter 2, the temperature dependence of magnetoelastic materials was 
discussed. Section 4.4 shows the measurements performed to investigate the 
temperature dependence ofMetglas 2826MB strips. 
Sections 4.5 and 4.6 explain the work done to make the Metglas strip sensitive to 
humidity. This was achieved by applying water vapour absorbent materials to the 
Metglas strips. Two different coatings were tested - polypyrrole (PPy) and polyvinyl 
alcohol (PV A). Testing of the coated sensor strips is discussed in Section 4. 7. 
Section 4.8 brings together the results of the previous sections to construct a prototype 
system for humidity measurement. The reader constructed in Chapter 3 was used to 
perform practical measurements in a scaled food container and a wall cavity. Section 
4.9 discusses the long term stability of the constructed humidity sensor. 
Finally in Section 4.10 a method to construct a small sensor array using the Metglas 
2826MB material is discussed, and characteristics of the constructed sensor array are 
described. 
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The Metglas 2826MB magnetoelastic sensor strips used were provided to SCPS as 
samples from Metglas Inc. 
4.2 Experimental Arrangement and Procedure for Impedance De-tuning 
The experimental arrangement used for impedance de-tuning measurements on 
magnetoelastic sensors is shown in Fig. 4.1. This experimental arrangement consisted 
of a Topward 6303D DC power supply (1), supplying current to a Helmholtz coil (2), 
a 5 em diameter reader coil with approximately 70 turns (3), connected to the 
terminals of an Agilent HP4294A impedance analyser (4), and the Metglas strip (5) 
which was 40 mm x 13 mm in size, was placed on a flat plastic bar inside the reader 
coil. 
4. Impedance 
analyser ~'--- ---;. u I 5. Metglas strip I 
1 1'----------,/ 
I 
1. DC power 
supply 
.,vL__ ____ __, 
2. Helmholtz ~ 1 
[._---') (lm ~ ~ ~~--+-J __ r----::--;~------:-;---, l 3. Reader coil 
coil pair r - ltttffi-----lUJ.I 
I I 
Figure 4.1: Experimental arrangement for impedance de-tuning. 
A Lakeshore 421 gaussmeter was used to calibrate the Helmholtz coil between current 
and magnetic field strength. The probe was placed in the centre of the coil, and the 
field was measured while the current was varied. The Helmholtz coil used had the 
current-magnetic field strength characteristic shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Current (A) 
Figure 4.2: Current versus magnetic field strength for the Helmholtz coil. 
The field strength was linear with current, and mathematically the relationship was: 
H = 37.1391 (Eq. 4.1) 
Where His the magnetic field strength in Oe, and I is the current through the coil in A. 
In previous studies [5] this Helmholtz coil arrangement showed good uniformity in 
magnetic field strength, with the field strength varying by no more than 5 % over the 
length of the 40 mm Metglas ribbon. 
Fig. 4.3 shows the relationship between relative field strength versus the position of 
the sensor strip. 
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Figure 4.3: Positioning versus magnetic field strength for the Helmholtz coil. The dotted 
lines indicate the span of the sensor strip [5]. 
4.2.1 Sensor Response as a Function of Magnetic Biasing Field 
The sensor response was now measured for different bias field strengths provided by 
the Helmholtz coil. This was done by measuring the absolute impedance of the reader 
coil over the range of 50 kHz to 57 kHz as observed on the impedance analyser. The 
relative signal strength was defined as: 
/1Z = (Zr - ZJ X 100% 
z Ji czr+ZJ 
(Eq. 4.2) 
where Zr is the resonant (maximum) impedance and Za is the anti-resonant (minimum) 
impedance as shown in Fig. 2.21. The plot of Fig. 4.4 shows the results of sensor 
response as a function of magnetic biasing field for a Metglas 2826MB strip 40 x 13 
mm m stze. 
The relationships were highly non-linear, and of expected shape as in [26]. The signal 
strength gradually increased to maximum where the bias field was equal to the 
anisotropy field Hk of the sensor strip. At higher bias fields , the strip saturates, 
suppressing domain rotation and increasing eddy current losses, resulting in lowered 
signal strength. The change in resonant frequency is caused by the L'lE effect as 
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explained in Section 2.3 .2.6, where the elasticity of the strip changes due to the 
applied magnetic field. 
Maximum signal was found at 5.6 Oe, the same field which gave the lowest resonant 
frequency. This was then the optimum bias field required for maximum signal for 
40 x 13 mm sized Metglas strips. 
Magnetic field strength (Oe) 
Figure 4.4 : Biasing magnetic field strength versus resonant and anti-resonant frequencies as 
well as relative signal strength. The dotted line indicates the optimal field strength for the 
sensor strip. 
4.3 Biasing Magnet 
In practical sensor applications a Helmholtz coil cannot be used due to size and 
weight problems. In literature some systems have used DC coils for biasing purposes 
[2] [31]. However, it is thought that this could cause inaccuracies as it has been shown 
that the resonant frequency and signal strength is highly dependant on biasing field 
strength. This means that in order for the measurement to be reproducible, the biasing 
coil would have to be put in the exact same position every time. 
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Because of these disadvantages, a magnetically hard metallic strip, attached to the 
sensor strip itself is a more convenient solution. Thus, a small metallic strip was 
magnetised and used as a biasing magnet by attaching it close to the sensor strip. 
Since the biasing field strength versus frequency and signal size has been previously 
recorded by the use of the Helmholtz coil, the challenge was to replicate this by the 
use of the biasing magnet. The ideal magnetic strip would give the same sensor 
response as for the Helmholtz coil, as this would give predictable results. 
It is explained in literature that a magnet can be attached to the centre of the sensor 
strip as at this point the vibration is minimal [50], and the damping effect is 
minimised. Therefore, the magnet was attached as shown in Fig. 4.5. The size of the 
steel strip was chosen to be the same as the sensor strips at 40 x 13 mrn, as this would 
allow the sensor to be placed closer to the reader coil if the sensor is placed inside a 
container. 
Metglas strip 
i 
-
t d I Spacer I 
~ 
1+-+ l Steel strip 
\\' 
Figure 4.5: Side view of the sensor showing the Metglas sensor strip, spacer and biasing 
magnet. The distance between the magnet and sensor strip (d) and spacer width (w) are also 
indicated. 
4.3.1 Magnetising the Strip 
The biasing magnet was made from a sheet of spring steel, approximately 0.25 mm 
thick, which has been magnetised by placing it inside a DC coil, shown in Fig. 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: DC coil used to magnetise the spring steel strip. 
The coil had the relationship between current and magnetic field, again measured with 
the gaussmeter (without the strip inside) as shown in Fig. 4.7. The relationship was 
linear with equation: 
H = 37.184/ (Eq. 4.3) 
where H is the magnetic field strength in Oe, and I is the current in A. Since the 
magnetic fields were previously measured at the centre of the Metglas strip for the 
results using the Helmholtz coil, the magnetic field due to the steel strip was also 
measured at the centre of the strip with a gaussmeter. 
The steel strip was found to reach saturation at applied field strengths of over 55 Oe, 
giving maximum field of approximately 13 Oe at its central point. One point to note 
was that if the steel strip is bent or put under stress, it was found that its magnetisation 
would substantially drop. This means that once magnetised it must be handled with 
care otherwise it would need to be re-magnetised. 
The steel strip was then magnetised to saturation and then left for a length of time, 
and was found that it could keep its magnetisation for a period in the order of weeks, 
indicating that it was suitable for use as a biasing magnet. 
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Figure 4.7: Coil current versus magnetic field strength for the magnetising coil. 
4.3.2 Distance from Strip 
The magnetic field from the steel strip was found to be strongest at the surface of the 
strip. The decrease in magnetic field strength with distance was investigated in order 
to attach the Metglas strip at a distance at which provides the optimal biasing field. 
The 40 mm spring steel strip was magnetised to saturation, and its magnetic field at its 
centre point was measured at different distances with a gaussmeter, initially from the 
strip surface (zero distance), and the distance from the surface to gaussmeter probe 
was increased by taping layers of cardboard to the strip with double sided tape. The 
plot for distance versus magnetic field is shown in Fig. 4.8. The relationship was 
linear, and had the equation: 
H = -0.9502d + 13.645 (Eq. 4.4) 
where His the magnetic field strength in Oc, and dis the distance from the steel strip 
in mm as shown in Fig. 4.5. 
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Figure 4.8: Distance from strip surface versus magnetic field strength. The red dotted line 
shows the lower limit to the relationship. 
4.3.3 Sensor Response with Biasing Magnet 
The 40 mm Metglas 2826MB sensor strip was placed at different distances from the 
magnet by placing a spacer of different heights between the magnet and Metglas strip 
as shown in Fig. 4.5. This was achieved by adding layers of small, thin plastic sheets 
as the spacer, and the width of the spacer was approximately 5 mm. The three parts 
were put together with pieces of double sided tape. 
During this experiment, a practical limitation on Eq. 4.4 was noticed, as it was found 
that the Metglas strip cannot reliably be placed closer than 2 mm to the magnet, as the 
strip was found to become attracted to the magnet and stick to it, causing damping. 
Therefore the practical maximum field strength achievable with 40 mm strips was just 
under 12 Oe. This is indicated on Fig. 4.8. 
The distance from the steel strip to the Metglas strip was adjusted from 4 mm to 
10 mm, giving varying field strengths from approximately 9.5 Oe to 4 Oe. The 
frequency response of this structure was compared to the Helmholtz results by placing 
it inside a reader coil, connected to an impedance analyser. The resulting plots are 
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shown in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10 for resonant frequency and signal strength respectively. 
The plots show that the steel strip gives reasonably close results compared to the 
Helmholtz, although the Helmholtz tended to have the stronger signal strength, 
possibly due to more uniform field over the length of the strip. The resonant 
frequencies also tended to be slightly different with the steel strip giving higher 
frequencies than with the Helmholtz coil. 
The final sensor design was to attach the biasing magnet 8.5 mm from the Metglas 
strip. According to Eq. 4.4, this distance gives the optimal biasing field of 5.6 Oe. The 
spacer used was a small piece of FR-4 (flame retardant 4) taken from a used printed 
circuit board giving a width of 3 mm. The parts were stuck together with some 
cyanoacrylate based glue. 
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Figure 4.9: Biasing magnetic field strength versus resonant frequency with the Helmholtz 
coil and 40 mm bias magnet. 
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Figure 4.10: Biasing magnetic field strength versus relative signal strength with the 
Helmholtz coil and 40 rnm bias magnet. 
4.4 Temperature Dependence 
It is essential to know the temperature sensitivity of a sensor element in order to 
separate out this contribution to the total response. A 40 mm Metglas strip was placed 
inside a reader coil, with a Helmholtz coil providing the biasing conditions. This 
arrangement was then placed inside a heated food container to give temperatures from 
room temperature ( - 18 oq to about 60 oc. The temperatures were measured with a 
thermocouple, and the container used is shown in Fig. 4.11. 
Figure 4.11: Heated food container used to measure temperature dependence. 
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The reader coil was connected to the impedance analyser to measure the resonant 
frequency of the sensor strip by impedance de-tuning. The optimal biasing field of 5.6 
Oe was investigated, as well as 3. 7 Oe and 7.4 Oe to see the effect of different bias 
fields on either side of the optimal field. The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12: Temperature versus resonant frequency for three biasing fields . 
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It was found that in the field strengths tested, the resonant frequency did not change 
significantly with temperature. The sensitivity of the Metglas strip to temperatures 
was found to be -0.7 Hz/°C, 4.9 Hz/°C and 4.5 Hz/°C for 3.7 Oe, 5.6 Oe and 7.4 Oe 
field strengths respectively. 
The temperature dependence thus was found to be very weak in the tested biasing 
fields, and was similar to results obtained previously by Smith [5]. It also was 
previously shown in [5] that in order to achieve measurable temperature dependence 
one would require either a very high (~13 Oe) or very low (~ 1 Oe) biasing field, 
making a practical magnetoelastic temperature sensor difficult. 
To observe the effect of temperature on a sensor strip with a biasing magnet attached, 
the prototype sensor constructed in Section 4.3.3 was placed in the container. With 
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this structure in the container, the resonant frequency was observed to decrease 
linearly with temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: Temperature versus resonant frequency for a sensor with a biasing magnet. 
The line ofbest fit was found to be: 
f = -0.013lT +55. I 97 (Eg. 4.5) 
where Tis the temperature in °C, and f is the resonant frequency in kHz. This implies 
a sensitivity of approximately -13 Hz/°C in the temperature range of 20 oc to 66.7 oc. 
This may have been due to thermal expansion of the spacer material, which was made 
from FR-4, the glue used to secure the parts, the steel biasing magnet, or even a 
combination of all three. Thermal expansion would have caused the biasing field to 
decrease, resulting in resonant frequency shift from the ilE effect. 
Although the Metglas strip with the biasing magnet attached showed some 
temperature dependence, the change in frequency was caused by the spacer, glue or 
biasing magnet and not the sensor strip itself. Because of possible inconsistencies of 
this effect this was not investigated further as a possible temperature sensor. The 
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temperature dependence of the sensor was found to have a maxtmum value of 
approximately -13 Hz/°C over the range of20 octo 66.7 oc. If then the parameter of 
interest, such as humidity causes a large enough shift in resonant frequency of at least 
twice this value, then the temperature dependence can be neglected. 
4.5 Preparation of Humidity Sensor 
It was shown in Section 2.3.3.1 that an increase in sensor mass can lead to a drop in 
resonant frequency of the sensor. Thus, in order to create a humidity responsive 
sensor, we require a coating which absorbs the water molecules in the air, increasing 
the sensor mass. Ideally the coatings should be uniform over the strip for optimum 
performance, so each strip was visually inspected for uniformity after application. 
It was also shown in Section 2.3.3.1 that previOus work done [5] on humidity 
monitoring showed promising results with Metglas strips coated with polypyrrolc 
(PPy) and polyvinyl alcohol (PV A). These solutions were again applied to the 
Metglas strips. The strips were 40 x 13 mm in size as in previous sections, and they 
were initially cleaned in ethanol to remove contamination and then dried before 
coatings were applied. 
The coatings were all applied on the rough side of the strip to improve adhesion, as 
being more friction it would make it harder for the coatings to come off. There are 
some other practical advantages to this method, one being that if the centrifuge (sec 
Section 4.5.1) is used to coat the strip, one side must always be attached to the 
rotating stage. If both sides are to be coated, one coated side must be attached to the 
stage to coat the other side, and when removing from the stage the coating can be 
damaged. Another advantage is that the coating can be made more consistent if only 
one side is done. 
4.5.1 Centrifuge 
A centrifuge, shown Fig. 4.14, normally used to mix samples by spinning, was used 
as a spin coater. The test tube holders were removed, and the sample was attached to 
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the central rotating stage with a piece of double sided tape. In the centre of the cover 
of the centrifuge is a small hole, and this is where the solutions were added. 
On/off switch and 
speed/time control knobs 
Insertion hole 
Figure 4.14: The centrifuge used as a spin coater with cover open (left), and closed (right). 
4.5.2 Polypyrrole (PPy) 
Polypyrrole is a black coloured, low viscosity solution. It is a conducting polymer 
which is used in batteries, corrosion protection applications and in actuators [51]. Its 
chemical structure is shown in Fig. 4.15. 
An important point found is that the solution must initially be shaken in its bottle. 
Neglecting this causes the coating to become very powdery and can wipe off easily. 
The initial application method was to dip-coat, but this was found to be difficult in 
achieving an even coating, as the solution was of low viscosity and would flow off 
easily from the Metglas strip. Spin coating was also attempted but the solution 
splattered inside the spin coater due to its low viscosity and it was found that none is 
left on the strip after opening the cover. 
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The method found to work well was to put the Metglas strip flat on a piece of sponge 
(rough side up), and slowly flow the solution onto the strip. Initially the Metglas, 
being hydrophobic repels the solution, but over time it is able to make contact with 
the strip. Excess solution on the strip is absorbed by the sponge. The strip is then 
allowed to dry on the sponge for about 30 minutes. Most of the surface could be 
covered but some of the edges were still uncovered so a second layer was added. The 
resulting coated strip is shown in Fig. 4.15 . 
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Figure 4.15: Chemical structure of PPy (left) and Metglas strip coated with PPy (right). 
Since the shiny uncoated side of the strip is in contact with the sponge, it can leave 
some unintended patches of PPy. This was removed by wiping in a circular motion 
with cotton buds dipped in toluene. The final sensor strip had a mass of 0.1105 g, up 
from 0.1077 g uncoated. 
4.5.3 Polyvinyl Alcohol (PV A) 
This is a moderately viscous, non-toxic, odourless white to clear liquid, commonly 
used as a thickener, emulsifier or binder in applications such as glues [51] , as well as 
a moisture barrier for supplement tablets . Its chemical structure is shown in Fig. 4.16. 
The PV A solution was applied with the spin coater. A burette was not used as this 
made the addition of the solution too slow, due to its viscosity . Instead, a syringe was 
used. It was found that a rotation speed of 3000 RPM tended to create a relatively 
large "hole" in the coating at the centre of the strip, so 2000 RPM was used. The strip 
was attached to the rotating stage with double sided tape (rough side up), and spun at 
2000 RPM. 5 mL of PV A was slowly added to the spinning strip with a syringe. The 
strip was spun for a further 5 minutes to ensure the coating was dry. The resulting 
coated strip is shown in Fig. 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16: Chemical structure of PV A (left) and Metglas strip coated with PV A (right). 
The coating still had a small "hole" at the centre so another layer, using the same 
method, was applied. The final sensor strip had a mass of 0.1070 g, up from 0.1030 g 
uncoated. 
4.6 Experimental Arrangement and Procedure for Humidity Tests 
Humidity tests were performed using an existing gas flow control system constructed 
by Holt [52] and Zhen [53], shown in Fig. 4.17. This system is constructed from 
6 mm stainless steel tubing and contains a series of mass flow controllers and air 
operated valves, which can accurately control the path and flow volume of gas 
through the system. Instrument grade air is used as a carrier gas and the initial flow is 
split into different paths at an inlet manifold. One of these paths allows the carrier gas 
to flow through a liquid source, called a bubbler, resulting in the vapour of this source 
material being carried into the test cell (shown Fig. 4.18). 
Figure 4.17: The gas flow system constructed by Holt and Zhen. 
It has been shown in [53] that the system allows the carrier gas stream to completely 
saturate with the vapour source. Just before the vapour enters the test cell, it can be 
diluted by means of a dilution stream. The entire system is controlled by a PC using a 
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LabVIEW [54] software interface. In these experiments the bubbler was filled with 
water and a total flow rate of 200 cc/min into the test cell was maintained. This flow 
volume was controlled in different ratios between the bubbler and the dilution line. 
Figure 4.18: The glass test cell showing the inlet valve and tube, removable cap and exhaust 
port. 
The relative humidity (RH) of water vapour is the ratio of actual vapour density to the 
saturation density at that temperature [55]: 
RH(%) = P actual X 100% (Eq. 4.6) 
P saturation 
where P acrual is the actual vapour density and P saruration is the saturation vapour density. 
If we assume that the air stream flowing through the bubbler becomes completely 
saturated with water vapour, we can express the expected relative humidity in terms 
of the flow rate through the bubbler and dilution line as : 
RH (%) = f vapour X 1 00% 
f vapour + f dilution 
(Eq. 4.7) 
where /vapour is the flow rate of the water vapour from the bubbler, and /dilution is the 
flow rate of the dilution line. It has previously been shown by Zen [53] that this 
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saturation condition is satisfied for all but very high flow rates in the sensor test 
system. 
The relative humidity was also measured by means of a commercial humidity sensor, 
the Honeywell HIH-4000 3-terminal IC humidity sensor (cost approx. $56NZ) shown 
in Fig. 4.19 [56]. This sensor contains a polymer capacitive element with on-chip 
signal conditioning, and is specified as having an accuracy of ±3.5 % and a stability 
of ±0.2% at 50% relative humidity per year. The humidity sensing range is specified 
from 0 % to 100 %, and the response time is specified as 15 seconds in slow moving 
air. The calibration sheet for the IC sensor, provided by the manufacturer specified the 
following output voltage with relative humidity, at 25 °C: 
RH(%) = (0.98Vout -0.8049) 
0.03055 
(Eq. 4.8) 
where RH is the relative humidity and Vout is the output voltage in V. This IC sensor 
was connected to a National Instruments data acquisition board and PCI card on PC, 
which measures the output voltage from the IC sensor. Note that the 0.98 factor is 
present because the supply voltage from the data acquisition board was not 5 V but 
actually 4.9 V, and so it acts as a correction factor. This was recommended in the 
calibration sheet for the sensor. 
A simple LabVIEW program to convert the output voltage from the IC sensor to a 
relative humidity reading was written to help make measurements easier. Three wires 
were soldered to the leads of the IC sensor and are colour coded; red is +5V, black is 
ground, and blue is the output voltage. The front panel for the Lab VIEW program and 
IC sensor is shown in Fig. 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19: LabView user interface to read the relative humidity (left) from the Honeywell 
HIH-4000 IC humidity sensor (right). 
In Fig. 4.20 the expected relative humidity values as calculated from the flow rates are 
compared to the corresponding relative humidity values as measured by the HIH-4000. 
These values show good agreement, with marginally lower values being indicated by 
the sensor. This is most likely due to non-saturation at the higher flow rates, or the 
condensation on any colder parts of the system that will lower the vapour pressure. 
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Figure 4.20: Calculated relative humidity versus values measured by the IC sensor. 
Initial tests on the coated Metglas strips were performed using the system as described 
in Section 4.2. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.21. The only difference to 
the original arrangement was the addition of the commercial Honeywell humidity 
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sensor to the test cell. This was incorporated into the test cell using a simple feed-
through system for the sensor pins. 
Reader coil IC sensor 
Exhaust 
Figure 4.21: Experimental arrangement for humidity testing. 
4. 7 Initial Evaluation of Humidity Sensor Response 
Initial tests were performed using standard impedance de-tuning methods . The biasing 
field was first varied, and was found that for all cases the field strength which gave 
the strongest signal was the same as for uncoated sensors - 5.6 Oe, and thus results 
shown are all values obtained using this biasing field. The relative humidity inside the 
test cell was initially lowered to near 0 %, and then this was increased gradually to 
about 90 %. 
4.7.1 Response of Uncoated Sensor strip 
In order to establish a baseline for the response of magnetoelastic humidity sensors, 
the response of an uncoated Metglas strip was first measured. The resonant frequency 
of the sensor strip is plotted against relative humidity, measured by the IC sensor in 
Fig. 4.22. 
It can be seen that the uncoated strip does not appear to show any response to the 
variation in the humidity in the humidity levels between 0 % and 60 % relative 
humidity. Over this range the sensor resonant frequency remains constant at 
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~53.35 kHz. As the humidity is increased further, we find a decrease in the resonant 
frequency, with an approximate rate of3 Hz/RH(%). 
A similar result was also obtained by Smith (5]. One possible explanation for this 
sensor response may be due to some condensation taking place on the strip. This will 
lead to a mass loading effect and thus a decrease in resonant frequency. The 
condensation could have been caused by a difference in temperature between the 
bubbler and the test cell. If the bubbler was of higher temperature, then at higher 
humidity levels we may find condensation taking place inside the test cell causing a 
decrease in resonant frequency. 
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Figure 4.22: Relative humidity versus resonant frequency for an uncoated sensor. 
4.7.2 Polypyrrole (PPy) 
The Metglas strip coated with PPy as discussed in Section 4.5.2 was placed in the test 
cell. The plot of relative humidity versus resonant frequency is shown in Fig. 4.23. 
The sensor strips took about 30 minutes to respond fully to changes in humidity. The 
sensor's resonant frequency shifted from 51.45 kHz to 50.90 kHz for a change in 
humidity from 5.7% to 47.86% humidity respectively. However, as Fig. 4.23 shows, 
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the response began to saturate at a humidity of about 35 %, making measurement of 
higher humidity levels above 50 % not possible. 
In Section 2.2.3.1 it was shown that in previous studies of PPy the resonant frequency 
shift was linear up to 80 % humidity. In this occasion, the response was only linear up 
to about 30 % relative humidity. This may have been due to the fact that the solution 
was applied differently. 
The line of best fit for the relationship between resonant frequency and relative 
humidity for humidity levels within the non-saturating (0 - 30 % humidity) region 
was: 
f = -0.0224RH + 51.577 (Eq. 4.9) 
where f is the resonant frequency in kHz and RH is the relative humidity in %, thus 
the sensitivity of this sensor is 22.4 Hz/RH%. A possible improvement is to give more 
coats to the sensor strip, resulting in perhaps a larger humidity range it can measure. 
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Figure 4.23: Relative humidity versus resonant frequency for the PPy coated sensor. 
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4.7.3 Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) 
The PYA coated Metglas strip as discussed in Section 4.5.3 was now placed in the 
test cell. The sensor strip took about an hour until the resonant frequency stabilised. 
The resulting plot of Fig. 4.24 shows the relative humidity as measured by the IC 
sensor versus resonant frequency. The strips coated with PV A were found to be much 
more responsive to the changes in humidity compared to PPy, with the frequency 
ranging from 54.95 kHz to 51.85 kHz in humidity levels between 5.7 %and 69% 
respectively. When the humidity levels were increased to over 70 % however, the 
graph shows that the sensor response starts to saturate, giving smaller changes in 
frequency. 
Interestingly, the response compared to previous results shown in Section 2.3.3.1 was 
substantially different, where previously the response was more non-linear. Again this 
may have been due to different coating methods used. 
The line of best fit for the relationship between resonant frequency and relative 
humidity for humidity levels within the non-saturating (0 - 70 % humidity) region 
was: 
f = -O.OSRH + 55.146 (Eq. 4.10) 
Where f is the resonant frequency in kHz and RH is the relative humidity in %. Thus 
the sensitivity of this sensor is approximately 50 Hz/RH%. 
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Figure 4.24: Relative humidity versus resonant frequency for the PV A coated sensor. 
4.7.4 Discussion 
Comparing the results of the PPy and PV A coated sensors, the PV A coated sensor 
was found to have the superior response, giving a larger frequency shift per change in 
relative humidity (22.4 Hz/RH% vs. 50 Hz/RH%), as well as having a wider 
responsive humidity range. The sensitivity of 50 Hz/RH% also easily compensates for 
the temperature dependence of -13 Hz/°C as discussed in Section 4.4. The only 
disadvantage was that the PV A took longer to respond to changes in humidity (30 
minutes versus 1 hour). The fact that the PVA solution can be spin coated is another 
advantage because it should give more repeatable results. 
Both sensors were found to give the largest signal when the DC magnetic field was 
about 5.6 Oe, the same as for uncoated sensor strips. This field strength has been 
shown to be easily achievable with a magnetised 40 mm spring steel strip. 
4.8 Construction of a Prototype System for Humidity Measurements 
From the results of the laboratory based impedance measurement on the humidity 
response of these sensors strips, it was now attempted to implement a portable 
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prototype sensor system that can be used in real-world applications. This consisted of 
the following steps: 
• Integration of a PV A coated sensor strip with a permanent magnet. 
• Calibration and implementation of the hand-held reader described in Chapter 3. 
• Measurement in typical applications of such a sensor system. 
4.8.1 Design of Sensor Element 
The PV A coated Metglas strip was shown to have the better humidity response so this 
was chosen as the sensor strip. This strip was attached to a magnetised steel strip of 
the same length and width (40 x 13 mm) for biasing purposes. 
The sensor strip was found to have largest signal in DC fields of 5.6 Oe in previous 
testing with the Helmholtz coil, so the steel strip was attached to the coated Metglas 
strip at a distance which gives this field. 
This was achieved in similar fashion to Section 4.4 where the sensor strip was 
attached to the biasing magnet with a spacer in between, which was made from FR-4. 
The width of the spacer was about 3 mm and had a height of 8.5 mm. This distance 
gives the required field strength of 5.6 Oe as shown in Eq. 4.4. 
The spring steel strip was initially coated with clear enamel spray paint to prevent 
rusting, and the comers were rounded with a file for safety as they were very sharp. 
The parts were again glued together with cyanoacrylate based glue, and the resulting 
sensor is shown in Fig. 4.25. Note that a sticker with a "+" sign is attached to the 
north pole of the magnet, and a "-" sign is attached to the south pole. This is intended 
to aid when re-magnetising the strip, if needed. 
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Figure 4.25: The constructed humidity sensor, showing the PV A coated Metglas strip, spacer 
and biasing steel strip. 
4.8.2 Evaluation of Humidity Sensor Response 
The designed humidity sensor was again placed inside the humidity controlled glass 
test cell and this test cell was placed inside a reader coil connected to the impedance 
analyser. Impedance de-tuning was performed to measure the resonant frequency 
against relative humidity as measured by the IC sensor. The results are shown in 
Fig. 4.26. 
As the plot of Fig. 4.26 shows, the constructed sensor using the steel strip had a 
similar slope of relative humidity against frequency as the strip with Helmholtz 
biasing arrangement. However, examination shows that the frequencies have been 
shifted up by approximately 2- 3 kHz, possibly due to less uniform field compared to 
the Helmholtz coil arrangement. A similar effect was observed in Fig. 4.9, where the 
uncoated Metglas strip showed an increase in resonant frequency by about 1 kHz for a 
given biasing field. 
A more interesting point was that the relative signal strength (calculated usmg 
Eq. 4.2) tended to decrease with humidity. This effect was both observed using the 
Helmholtz coil arrangement as well as with the biasing magnet. This effect is shown 
in Fig. 4.27. A probable explanation to this effect is that the elasticity of the coating 
decreases when dry, and hence causes damping in the sensor strip, resulting in signal 
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decrease. When the humidity is high, the elasticity increases, allowing larger 
oscillations. Also, similarly to Fig. 4.1 0, the signal strengths overall decreased when 
the sensor strip had an attached magnet. 
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Figure 4.26: Relative humidity versus resonant frequency for the PV A coated sensor using 
the Helmholtz coi l and biasing magnet. 
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Figure 4.27: Relative humidity versus relative signal strength for PV A coated sensor using 
the Helmholtz coil and biasing magnet. 
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4.8.3 Using the Handheld Reader for Humidity Measurement 
The magnetoelastic sensor reader discussed in Chapter 3 was tested with the 
constructed humidity sensor. The humidity sensor was placed inside the glass test cell 
as before, and the sensor was positioned just outside (0 mm distance) the reader probe, 
as shown in Fig. 4.28. This placement was done to ensure the system receives enough 
signal ensuring most reliable operation. 
The signal from the reader coil, amplified and filtered by the op amp was observed on 
an oscilloscope to check that the system was operating correctly. The measured 
resonant frequency for different humidity levels was compared to values previously 
obtained using an impedance analyser from Section 4.8.2. The humidity levels were 
adjusted in the same manner as in previous experiments and the IC sensor was also 
used to measure the humidity inside the test cell. The results are summarised in 
Fig. 4.29. 
The results of Fig. 4.29 shows that the resonant frequency measured by the impedance 
analyser using impedance de-tuning is in good agreement with values obtained with 
the reader. The reader was found to give slightly higher readings than with the 
impedance analyser. The difference between the two measurements had a maximum 
deviation of 304 Hz, and this value was found at 62.25 % relative humidity. The 
experiment was repeated and similar results were obtained. 
These small differences in measured resonant frequencies between the reader and the 
impedance analyser may have been due to slight variation in excitation frequencies or 
a difference in the resolution of frequencies. The reader has excitation frequencies 
which are generated by a Direct Digital Synthesiser (DDS) chip, which has a constant 
resolution of 3 Hz. In contrast the impedance analyser has a variable resolution which 
is dependant on the specified frequency range. During the measurements the 
frequency range was set from 54 kHz to 57 kHz, giving a resolution of approximately 
15Hz. 
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Drive coil Reader coil 
Figure 4.28: Positioning of the reader coil for the sensor reader system. 
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Figure 4.29: Relative humidity versus resonant frequency for PV A coated sensor using 
impedance de-tuning as well as the reader. 
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4.8.4 Calibration 
The experimental data from Section 4.8.3 was used to calibrate the sensor and reader 
for humidity versus resonant frequency. Fig. 4.29 showed that the slope for the graph 
is not constant for the whole humidity range. This was compensated for by using a 
two-line approach as shown in Fig. 4.30. 
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Figure 4.30: Calibrating the humidity response by splitting the graph into two sections to 
compensate for the different slopes. 
The red line is used when the measured resonant frequency is below 55 .87 kHz, 
which implies a relative humidity of over 28.74 %. The line of best fit for this range 
was: 
f = -0.0199RH(%) + 56.45 (Eq. 4.10) 
The blue line is used when the measured resonant frequency is equal to or above 
55.87 kHz, implying a relative humidity of28.74 % and below. The line of best fit for 
this range was : 
f = -0.0401RH(%) + 57.022 (Eq. 4.11) 
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For both cases,jis in kHz, and RH is in%. 
4.8.5 Applied Humidity Measurements 
The magnetoelastic humidity sensor system described was now used for practical 
applications. The first test was to measure the humidity inside a sealed plastic food 
container, and the second test was to measure the humidity inside a wall cavity. 
4.8.5.1 Plastic Food Container 
This was performed by taping the PV A coated sensor to a wall inside the container, 
and placing the reader probe on the top of the cover of the container giving a distance 
of about 1 em from the end of the sensor. The Honeywell IC sensor was also placed in 
the container, near ( ~5 em) the magnetoelastic sensor to give reference humidity 
readings. Fig. 4.31 shows the measurement being performed. 
Magnetoelastic 
humidity sensor 
Reader probe 
Tube from gas flow 
system 
Sensor reader 
Figure 4.31: Illustration of the measurement of humidity inside the sealed food container 
(left) and photo (right). 
The humidity inside the container was varied from 5 % to just below 80 % using the 
gas flow system described in Section 4.6. The output tube carrying the gas was placed 
inside the container through a small hole in the container. Humidity levels outside this 
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range could not be achieved due to the larger volume inside the container and the 
limited flow rate from the gas flow system. Fig. 4.32 shows the plot of relative 
humidity values measured by the Honeywell IC sensor against the values measured 
with the magnetoelastic sensor system. 
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Figure 4.32: Humidity measured by IC sensor versus magnetoelastic sensor reader inside 
plastic food container. 
It was found that the magnetoelastic sensor and reader could measure the humidity in 
the container to within 6.5 % of the IC sensor values. In the range between 30 % and 
60 %, the difference between the two measurements was as low as 3 %. Fig. 4.32 also 
shows that at low humidity levels of under 30 %, the sensor system tends to 
underestimate the humidity. 
4.8.5.2 Wall Cavity 
The second measurement was to measure the humidity inside a sealed wall cavity. A 
model of a standard wall cavity as found in New Zealand homes was constructed, and 
the humidity inside was measured. The wall model is shown in Fig. 4.33. 
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The wall is approximately 104 em wide, 105 em tall and 10 em thick. One side of the 
wall is made of standard GIB board, about 1 em thick, while the other is removable 
and is made of a thin wooden sheet. At the centre is a small shelf, and the sensor was 
placed on this shelf and taped into place, as shown in Fig. 4.34. The sensor was thus 
read through the 1 em thick GIB board. 
Figure 4.33: Constructed wall model for practical humidity measurement, showing the outer 
wall with GIB board (left), and internal view (right) . 
Figure 4.34: Humidity sensor placed inside the wall cavity. 
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Since the Metglas strip cannot be touching the surface of the wall, the sensor had to 
be positioned slightly further away. An estimate of the distance from the end of the 
sensor to the end of the reader probe was about 1.5 em. The Honeywell IC sensor was 
placed close ( ~5 em) to the magnetoelastic sensor and with this the reference 
humidity measurements were made. 
The wall was closed and the reader probe of the sensor reader was placed next to the 
wall where the sensor was placed on the other side. A wooden table was placed next 
to the wall so that the reader and probe could be placed on a flat surface. The 
measurement arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.35 . 
Humidity sensor inside wall Reader probe Sensor reader 
Figure 4.35: Illustration of the measurement of humidity inside the wall cavity (left) and 
photo (right) . 
The output of the op amp in the reader was viewed on an oscilloscope to ensure that 
the reader was operating correctly. On the oscilloscope, it could be seen that the 
reader was receiving enough pulses from the sensor, being read through the GIB wall. 
Because of the large volume inside the cavity, the gas flow system previously used 
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could not be used to create different humidity levels inside the wall. In order to create 
humidity levels higher than the room humidity, cups of hot water were placed ncar the 
sensor and the cover was closed. This allowed relative humidity levels close to 70 %. 
The results are shown in Fig. 4.36. 
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Figure 4.36: Humidity measured by IC sensor versus magnetoelastic sensor reader inside 
wall cavity. 
The reader was able to detect the change in humidity to within 4% of the IC sensor 
values in the range of 51 - 64 % relative humidity. Outside this range, it was within 
8.5 %, which was found to be a larger variation compared to previous results. A 
number of reasons to the larger variation are possible. One is that the volume inside 
the wall cavity is large so that the humidity is not uniform inside the cavity. This 
would then lead to a different humidity ncar the two sensors, and thus a different 
reading. 
Another possibility is that the sensor was not aligned to the centre of the reader probe 
correctly. In Section 3.13.2 the effect of offsetting from the centre of the reader coil 
was investigated. The result from Section 3.13 .2 showed that if the sensor is offset by 
more than 1 em from the centre of the reader coil the spread is increased, and this 
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could have been one of the reasons for the larger spread. The difficulty is the fact that 
the sensor cannot be seen inside the wall cavity. 
Another possibility is the increase in temperature due to the addition of the hot water. 
During the measurement the temperature inside the cavity was found not to increase 
by more than 3 °C. In Section 4.4 it was shown that uncoated magnetoelastic sensors 
with an attached biasing magnet have some temperature dependence. However since 
the increase in temperature was observed to be small, the effect from this effect 
should have been minor, unless the PV A coating has some significant temperature 
dependence. 
Another point which would have been highly possible is that since the magnetoelastic 
sensor responds much slower compared to the IC sensor, there is a lag between the 
humidity measured by the IC and magnetoelastic sensors. This coupled with the fact 
that the humidity starts decreasing rapidly with the decrease in temperature of the hot 
water, could have had some effect. 
4.9 Sensor Stability 
The constructed humidity sensor was found to be highly stable and reusable for over a 
couple of months. However, after about 5 months, the rough surface of the sensor (the 
side which was coated with PVA) started to tum brown, as shown in Fig. 4.37. 
Viewed under a microscope, the brown areas were in fact small dots on the sensor 
surface. The brown spots were confirmed to be rust, meaning that the PV A caused 
moisture to become trapped between the coating and Metglas surface resulting in 
corrosion of the surface of Metglas strip. 
Not only did this cause the appearance of the sensor strip to change, but it also had the 
effect of changing the humidity response of the sensor, as well as decreasing the 
signal strength. In Fig. 4.38 it can be seen that the aged sensor has a lower resonant 
frequency compared to its new performance. It would appear also that this frequency 
shift is enhanced at higher humidity levels. If then the signal strength of the new 
sensor is compared to that 5 months later as in Fig. 4.39, it was found to be 
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considerably reduced in the aged sensor. The result of this signal reduction was such 
that it became difficult to measure using the handheld reader in low humidity levels. 
Figure 4.37: Corrosion of the sensor strip . The black spots are markers which were used to 
aid in attaching the spacer at its central point. 
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Figure 4.38: Relative humidity versus resonant frequency for a new sensor and an aged 
sensor. 
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Figure 4.39: Relative humidity versus relative signal strength for a new sensor and an aged 
sensor. 
To prevent this change in response and increase stability over time, a number of 
options are available [51], although they are out of scope for this project. One option 
is to add a passive layer to the sensor either by deliberately causing the Metglas strip 
to corrode under controlled conditions or by applying a top layer of a material 
forming a moisture and oxygen impermeable layer. The potential disadvantage of this 
method is that this could cause further damping of the strip resulting in signal 
decrease. 
Another option is to use a conducting polymer such as polypyrrole or polyaniline as 
the coating. A coating such as this could double as a passive layer as well as a 
moisture absorbent layer. In Sections 4.5.2 and 4.7.2 it was shown that the Metglas 
was coated with polypyrrole and tested, but the response of the sensor was not as 
good as with the PV A, having smaller shift in resonant frequency per change in 
relative humidity as well as saturation at humidity levels over 35 %. The solution was 
also of low viscosity and therefore was more difficult to coat so it was not used in the 
final design. 
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The third option is to add materials which will change the properties of the PV A film. 
An example is some calcium silicate material, which would prevent the formation of 
hydroxide and proton species. The disadvantage may be that it may alter the response 
of the sensor significantly, perhaps increasing the response time or reducing 
repeatability. 
4.10 Construction of a Magnetoelastic Sensor Array 
All previous work has been with a single strip of the sensor material. If a sensor array 
which has two or more strips joined together is constructed, a number of parameters 
can be monitored at the same time. In literature sensor arrays have been used to 
simultaneously monitor a number of parameters such as temperature and pH [57] or 
temperature and pressure [58]. An additional advantage is that it can be used to 
construct a cross-selective array, meaning that different interface coatings can be used 
to construct and array with a unique response to a target analyte [59]. Another 
motivation for production of a sensor array was that it would allow significantly 
smaller sensor elements than those evaluated to this point. 
In order to construct such a device, methods to accurately shape the Metglas strips to 
a desired shape was investigated. In literature techniques such as electro-discharge 
micro-machining (EDM) [57] [58] have been used to create small sensor arrays 
accurately but because convenient access to such a system was not available, the 
printed circuit board (PCB) facility was used. The sensor shape was designed in 
software PCB design environment Altium Designer, and then two methods to shape 
the material, namely milling and etching, were investigated. 
The shape to be constructed was a four element sensor array with elements I 0 mm, 
8 mm, 6 mm and 4 mm long and 2.5 mm, 2 mm, I.5 mm and I mm wide respectively. 
The four elements are attached to a 2 x 2 em square frame, and the designed array in 
Altium Designer is shown in Fig. 4.40. 
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Figure 4.40: Four element sensor array design in Altium Designer. 
4.10.1 Milling 
. f 
f 
Milling involves the use of small drilling and cutting tools which is rotated about a 
spindle axis. The object to be shaped is secured with a vacuum and clips onto a 
moving table inside the machine, and the cutting tool is moved above the object. The 
milling process is computer controlled and is done automatically. 
The ribbon of Metglas 2826MB was put in the milling machine (shown in Fig. 4.41) 
in order to cut the material to shape. This was done by first by attaching the material 
to a spare copper board with a clear adhesive sheet, and using a 0.2 mrn universal 
cutter tool on it. This was largely unsuccessful because the Metglas strip would bend 
and lift up where the cutter had come through. An example of a failed attempt is 
shown in Fig. 4.41. 
Some mounting wax was then used to stick the material more securely to the backing 
copper board, but this was also not effective because the wax would not hold on to the 
material well enough, and as the cutter came in, the material would fall off. This 
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method was attempted a number of times but it was concluded that it is not possible to 
cut such a material with a milling machine. 
Figure 4.41: PCB milling machine (left) and a failed attempt at cutting Metglas 2826MB 
with the machine (right)- the material has been bent and the smaller detai ls have been tom off. 
4.10.2 Etching 
Another method in PCB production, namely chemical spray etching was then tried on 
the Metglas strip. Spray etching works by dissolving unwanted metal parts off objects 
(usually areas of copper off a copper board) by spraying heated chemicals to the 
object. 
Spray etching is done by printing the design onto heat transfer paper using dark, black 
toner with a laser printer, then transferring the design to the material to be etched by 
putting the printed sheet and material through a hot laminator. The sheet is then 
peeled off under cold running water - this transfers the black toner to the material on 
areas which are not to be exposed to the chemical. 
The material is then put inside an etching machine such as Fig. 4.42 for a few minutes 
where heated (to around 45 °C) ferric chloride is sprayed upon it, dissolving off most 
metal surfaces. 
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Figure 4.42: PCB etching machine used to shape Metglas 2826MB. 
The first time this was done with the Metglas, the material was secured to a backing 
copper board simply by means of masking tape, and so the ferric chloride had come 
into contact to the back of the material, resulting in the strip becoming very thin. In 
order to counter this problem, mounting wax was used. The waxes used for this 
purpose were sourced from South Bay Technology [60]. The type which was found to 
work best was yellow mounting wax (MWH080), shown in Fig. 4.43 which had a 
high strength and relatively high melting point (80 °C). 
Figure 4.43: Yell ow mounting wax used to secure the strip to the copper board. 
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Other waxes tested unsuccessfully include a clear, very hard wax (MWH135), which 
was found to be difficult to handle due to its high viscosity and to remove, and 
paraffin wax which has a melting point of about 40 oc so it melted inside the machine. 
The yellow wax was melted onto the copper board by first heating the board in an 
oven, then placing a small piece of solid wax to the heated board, and once melted, 
putting the Metglas strip on the melted wax and applying some pressure. 
The copper board with the attached Metglas strip was then put in the machine in 
30 second runs, after each run checking the condition. It was found that 2 runs 
(equalling 1 minute total) were enough to remove most of the resident material. The 
next step was to remove the Metglas strip from the copper board. This was done 
simply by gently pulling the edge of the material up with a pair of tweezers without 
any heating. 
The strip must now be cleaned. This was achieved by putting the strip in a beaker of 
toluene for 30 minutes, then removing the toluene from the Metglas (as toluene is 
insoluble in water) by immersing it in a beaker full of drum ethanol for a further 
30 minutes. The strip was then put under running water. Although this method 
removed most of the wax residue and printer toner, some small areas were still 
covered. 
Some methods to further clean the strip was investigated such as putting m an 
ultrasonic cleaner with a beaker full of toluene for a few hours. This however was not 
effective as the cleaner was not powerful enough. Ultimately the strip was easily 
cleaned by wiping gently with cotton tips dipped in toluene or acetone. 
To protect the array from physical damage and to add stability, a square frame was 
constructed by cutting a square hole in a used FR -4 board. The array was then taped 
onto this frame. The resulting sensor array is shown in Fig. 4.44. 
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Figure 4.44: Completed Metglas sensor array using the etching process. 
4.10.3 Characterisation of Constructed Sensor Array 
The characteristics of the constructed sensor array were investigated using impedance 
de-tuning. The experimental setup was essentially the same as in Section 4.2 where 
the constructed sensor array was placed inside a reader coil connected to the 
HP4294A impedance analyser, and magnetic biasing was provided by a Helmholtz 
coil connected to the Topward DC power supply. 
It was found that only the two larger sensor elements could be detected by the 
impedance analyser, as the signal of the smaller elements had signal strength too low 
and was buried in noise. The response of the array against bias field was investigated 
and the resonant and anti-resonant frequencies as well as relative signal strength 
(calculated with Eq. 4.2) for the two visible elements are shown in Fig. 4.45 and 4.46. 
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Figure 4.45: Biasing magnetic field strength versus resonant and anti-resonant frequencies as 
well as relative signal strength for the 10 mm sensor element. 
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Figure 4.46: Biasing magnetic field strength versus resonant and anti-resonant frequencies as 
well as relative signal strength for the 8 mm sensor element. 
It was found that for the 1 0 mm element, the optimal biasing field was about 14 Oe, 
and the relative signal strength at this point was just ~2.33 %. An interesting point for 
the 10 mm sensor element was that the resonant frequencies were found to be almost 
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exactly the same as the anti-resonant frequencies. For the 8 mm element, the optimal 
biasing field was found to be about 18.5 Oe, and the signal strength at this point was 
only -0.62 %. For both cases the optimal field required a relatively strong biasing 
field of more than 13 Oe, and the signal strengths at this point was found to be very 
small, making detection difficult. 
4.10.4 Discussion 
A prototype Metglas sensor array was successfully constructed by the use of the PCB 
facility. The original method was to use the milling machine, but this caused the 
material to tear during the process and so was not successful. Etching was then 
attempted and was found that if the Metglas strip is securely stuck onto a backing 
board with wax, the process is able to make accurate sensor arrays. 
Impedance de-tuning was then performed on the constructed sensor array. It was 
found that only the two longer sensor elements could be detected on the impedance 
analyser - even though they could be seen, their signal strengths were very small, and 
it is thought that it may be difficult to detect in real-world applications. 
In addition, the optimal bias fields required for these sensors were found to be quite 
high, with both the I 0 mm and the 8 mm elements requiring more than 13 Oe for 
optimal operation. This means that the spring steel strip used previously cannot be 
used to bias these sensor arrays; a material with a higher remanence must be used. 
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5. Summary and Conclusions 
The goal of this project was the development of a prototype passive wireless sensor 
system and the proof of concept application of the system for the monitoring of 
moisture in building structures or sealed containers. At the conclusion of the project it 
was shown that such a system can successfully be used to monitor the relative 
humidity levels in sealed spaces such as building structures. The most significant 
results achieved during the project can be summarised as follows: 
• Metglas 2826B, typically used as the sensor element in EAS applications, was 
evaluated for environmental sensing applications. Both the signal strength and 
resonant frequency of Metglas 2826MB magnetoelastic strips was found to be 
highly dependant on the biasing magnetic field strength. Through the use of a 
Helmholtz coil the optimal biasing field strength for a strip 40 mm in length 
was found to be 5.6 Oe, and at this point the signal strength from the strip was 
maximal. The temperature dependence of the resonant frequency was also 
evaluated, and it was found that over the range of temperatures 
tested ( 18 °C - 60 °C) the sensors did not have a significant temperature 
dependence, with measured gradients less than 5 Hz/°C. 
• A handheld reader was constructed to replace the impedance analyser, which 
is expensive and inconvenient for practical use. The reader is small enough to 
be carried in one hand, and has a simple interface. The reader consists of a 
small enclosure which houses the electronics and a reader probe which 
consists of a drive coil and a reader coil. The measurement is done by exciting 
the sensor with sinusoidal bursts of increasing frequency, and measuring the 
length of the sensor's ring-down at each frequency. The frequency at which 
the ring-down is longest is identified as the sensor's resonant frequency. In 
testing the reader was able to detect sensors at up to 2 em in distance from the 
probe. Placing the sensors at further distances did not result in substantial 
increase in spread of the measured values. Offsetting the sensor from the 
centre of the reader coil however was found to increase the spread in the 
measurement, reducing the accuracy. 
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• Since the Helmholtz coil is large it cannot be used for a practical sensor 
system. Thus to make the system portable a permanent magnet was attached to 
the Metglas strip. The magnet was a piece of spring steel, and this was found 
to be sufficient as it could provide enough magnetic field for biasing, and 
could keep its magnetisation for a long time. The magnet and Metglas strip 
had a spacer between, which is used to minimise the contact area, and to adjust 
the magnetic field strength from the magnet. Placing this structure in different 
temperatures however revealed that it had an increased temperature 
dependence of 13 HzfOC between 20 oc and 66.7 °C. 
• The Metglas sensor strips were found to have very little humidity response 
without any coating. In order to make the Metglas strips sensitive to humidity, 
the application of two moisture absorbent coatings were evaluated. Polyvinyl 
alcohol (PV A) was chosen as it had much better sensitivity with changes in 
humidity at 50 Hz/RH(%) from 0 - 70% humidity as opposed to polypyrrole 
which had 22.4 Hz/RH(%) in a smaller range of 0 - 30 % humidity. In addition, 
polyvinyl alcohol also has a moderate viscosity meaning it could be spin 
coated onto the Metglas strip. The disadvantage of polyvinyl alcohol was the 
longer response time of 1 hour instead of30 minutes of the polypyrrole. 
• The PV A coated Metglas strip was attached to a biasing magnet and it was 
used to measure the humidity inside a sealed food container using the 
constructed reader. The results showed good agreement with a commercial IC 
sensor, with the error being as low as 3 %. The sensor was then placed inside a 
wall cavity, and the sensor was read through a standard GIB board. The sensor 
could be detected, but the measured humidity values were found to show a 
greater variance to the IC sensor compared to previous measurements due to a 
number of possible factors including misalignment of the probe, non-uniform 
humidity inside the cavity and the difference in response times for the two 
sensors. 
• The PV A coated sensor was highly reusable for a couple of months, however 
after about 5 months the surface of the Metglas became brown due to rust. 
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brown due to rust. This had the effect of changing the humidity response as 
well as reducing the signal strength, especially at lower humidity levels. 
• Attempts were also made to construct a miniaturised Metglas sensor array, 
using a standard printed circuit board (PCB) facility. The initial method was to 
use the milling machine, but this was unsuccessful because the Metglas 
material would bend and then tear during the process. The next method 
attempted was to use the etching process, and this was used successfully to 
construct a 4 element sensor array. This array was then investigated by 
impedance de-tuning, and it was found that the signal was very small, raising 
question to whether this could be detected in real-world applications. 
Although the development of this prototype sensor system usefully showed that 
relative humidity levels can be accurately measured in closed spaces, some work 
would still be needed to produce a practical system. This work would include the 
following developments: 
• Further development of the chemical interface layers in order to enhance the 
sensitivity and speed of response to moisture. However, the most important 
aspect of this work would be develop a layer that provides long term stability 
and sensitivity to the sensor and does not degrade the sensor in any way. 
• Possible improvements to the sensor reader can also be done as was discussed 
in Section 3.14. One area of improvement is to increase the detection distance 
which may be achieved by increasing the signal quality. Another area is to 
investigate magnetic cores for the reader probe. The reader probe has a 
circular space for a ring shaped core which may increase the signal amplitude. 
Another improvement is to eliminate the reader probe by integrating a spiral 
inductor into the reader's PCB. This would reduce the bulk and make the 
system more convenient. The reader can also be interfaced with a PC using 
RS-232 to add further functionality. Finally, it may also be desirable to reduce 
the time taken for a single measurement - this may be achieved by 
optimisation of the code or a re-design. 
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• A significant amount of testing m real building structures wired with 
appropriate additional sensors such as temperature and humidity sensors 
should then be performed in order to evaluate the long term performance of 
this sensor system. 
• The development of such a system to other environmental sensing applications 
should be investigated. Possible parameters include pH levels, bacteria, carbon 
dioxide and many others as explained in literature. 
• Finally, since the sensor is relatively sensitive a case should be designed for 
the sensor to protect against physical damage in real-world applications. The 
case should allow good contact with the surrounding environment and be as 
small and cheap as possible. 
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6. Appendices 
Appendix A: Schematic Diagrams 
Schematic of magnetoelastic sensor reader: 
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Appendix B: PCB Layout 
PCB layout for magnetoelastic sensor reader - top layer (top) and bottom layer 
(bottom): 
--------------120. 015 (mm)-------------~ 
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Appendix C: Source Code 
C source code for the A T89C51 AC3 microcontroller: 
1. main.c 
#include <89c5lac3A.h> II edited microcontroller header 
#include <str .h> II strings 
#include <intrpt.h> II interrupts 
#include "SetupFunctions.h" II miscellaneous setups 
#include "lcd.h" II LCD control 
#include "keypad.h" II control 
I* Interrupt Vectors (address defined in 89c5lac3A.h) *I 
ROM VECTOR(SPI,SPIIntHandler); 
I* Variables *I 
I* 
* LCD 
*I 
char di r [ 32]; II LCD display string 
char string[l6]; II displays to copy 
I* 
* Keypad. 
*I 
unsi int 0; II the button 
I* 
* SPI flags. 
*I 
bit transmit completed 0; II SPI transfer flag 
II SPI error i SPIErrcr 0; 
I* 
* Used for cy measurement. 
*I 
file 
uns 
uns 
uns 
uns 
uns 
int 
int 
fbest 
cbes 
0; 
0; 
II 
II 
which gave current best 
st sensor pulse count 
int sensor countl 0; 
int 0; 
int 
uns int time 
int current freq 0; 
float RelHum = 0; 
I* 
* 
*I 
uns 
uns 
uns 
uns 
I* 
* 
Frequency sweep parameters. 
int init freq = 52000; 
int incr = 3; 
int fmax = 2000; 
int drive limit 80; 
Status flags. 
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II no. of sensor pulses 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
resonant frequency 
current 
current 
calculated RH 
increment 
Timer2 
II frequency in Hz 
II increment in Hz 
II maximum number of increments 
II no. of drive ses expected 
*I 
bit drive fin sh = 0; 
bit sensor detect 0; 
bit cancelled 0; 
II drives gnal finish flag 
II sensor detected or not 
II user cancel 
int error code 0; II error code found in measurement 
I* 
* 
* 
*I 
SPI Data Transfer Function 
This function will use port4 to send data 
SPI interrupt must be enabled before use. 
char data) { void SPITrans(uns 
SPDAT data; II data to transfer 
transmi 
I* 
completed) { 
to fin sh 
0; II lear ag 
Causes the CTRL ine to go rom LOW to HIGH 
* this makes AD5930 change state, 
* 
* 
t is used to start the output, and ncremen the 
output frequency. 
*I 
void controlSwitch() { 
CTRL 0; 
wai (50); II sometimes programs incorrectly without a delay 
CTRL 1; 
wait(SO); 
I* 
* Function to program 
*I 
void setupDDS() { 
FSYNC = 1; 
CTRL 0; 
wait(100); 
I* 
AD5930 
* Program the Con rol 
I 
FSYNC = 0; 
SPITrans(OxOE); 
SPITrans(Ox33); 
FSYNC l; 
wai (100); 
I* 
ster @ OxO. 
* Program the 12 LSB of Fstart ster @ OxC. 
*I 
FSYNC = 0; 
SPITrans(OxC4); 
SPITrans(Ox28); 
FSYNC = 1; 
wait (100); 
I* 
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* Program the 12 MSB of Fstart register @ OxD . 
*I 
FSYNC = 0 ; 
SPITrans(OxDO); 
SPITrans(Ox04) ; 
FSYNC = 1 ; 
wait (100) ; 
/* 
* Program the 12 LSB of delta frequency@ Ox2 . 
*I 
FSYNC = 0 ; 
SPITrans(Ox20) ; 
SPITrans(OxOl) ; 
FSYNC = 1 ; 
wait (100) ; 
/* 
* Program the 12 MSB of delta frequency @ Ox3. 
*I 
FSYNC = 0 ; 
SPITrans(Ox30) ; 
SPITrans(OxOO) ; 
FSYNC = 1 ; 
wait (1 00) ; 
/* 
* Program the number of increments @ Oxl . 
*/ 
FSYNC = 0 ; 
SPITrans(Ox17) ; 
SPITrans(OxDO) ; 
FSYNC = 1 ; 
wait (100) ; 
/* 
* Program the burst interval @ lOxx . 
*I 
FSYNC = 0 ; 
SPITrans(Ox80) ; 
SPITrans(OxSO) ; 
FSYNC = 1 ; 
wait(100) ; 
/* 
* 
* 
At this point the DDS will output midscale until the CTRL 
line is toggled . 
*I 
interrupt void SPIIntHandler() { 
/* 
* Every SPI transfer will cause this interrupt . 
*/ 
int test! 
int test2 
SPSCR & Ox80 ; 
SPSCR & OxlO ; 
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int test3 = SPSCR & Ox08; 
if (testl == Ox80) { 
II normal operation 
transmit 
SPIError 
if (test2 == OxlO) { 
II mode fault 
SPIError = 1; 
f (tes 3 == Ox08) { 
1; 
II transmit reg ster empty 
SPIError 2; 
void Init al sation() { 
I* 
In al s ng microcont ler and pe 
*I 
X2Mode(); II microcontro ler X2 mode 
II nit al se the LCD 
rals. 
Ouri tialise(); 
SetupSPT(); II se ting the SPCON ster to set the SPI 
r () ; II puts timers nto ri mode 
II Timer2 is up counter 
II turning on all nterrupts 
void Measurement() { 
I* 
* the measurement and 
* values new measuremen 
*/ 
key = 13; 
drive f nish = 0; 
sensor detect = 0; 
cancel1ed = 0; 
res_freq = 0; 
fbest = 0; 
cbest = 0; 
TH2 0; 
TL2 0; 
THl 0; 
TLl 0; 
THO 0; 
TLO 0; 
ime = 0; 
I* 
* Start the Timer/Counter modules. 
*I 
TRl 1; 
TRO 1; 
for(f ){ 
(needed i repeated) . 
fmax; 
controlSwitch(); 
TR2 = 1; 
II starts the burst 
/* 
* Wait unt 1 80 ses detected. 
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*I 
while(TLO < limit) { 
I* 
* 
*I 
TR2 
TH2 
TL2 
time 
I* 
* 
= 
time = (TH2 << 8) + TL2; 
if(time > 60000) { 
error code l; 
TR2 = 0; 
return; 
Timer2 reset 
0; 
0; 
0; 
0; 
Can cell 
* f 2 , check every 50 cycles. 
*I 
if ( 50 == 0) { 
I* 
f(ScanKey() 2) { 
error 
return; 
3; II error code 
II go back to main 
* Detected 
* start 
80 drive pulses properly 
Timer2 for sensor. 
*I 
error code 0; 
TR2 1; 
I* 
* f time limit reached. 
*I 
while(time < 65000) { 
time (TH2 << 8) + TL2; 
TR2 0; 1/ urn off Timer2 
/* 
* Get sensor response. 
*/ 
sensor countl = ((THO<< 8) + TLO) 
I* 
* Decide if the current 
* resonant than 
* sensor pulse number to 
*/ 
if(sensor countl >chest) { 
cbest = sensor countl; 
fbest = freq; 
error code = 0; 
drive limit; 
s closer to 
TH2 0; II reset Timer2 for next frequency 
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I* 
* 
*I 
TL2 
THO 
0; 
0; II reset TimerO for next 
TLO 0; 
I* 
If most number of sensor pulse is <40 then 
* sensor is not detected. 
*I 
i (cbest < 0) { 
error code 2; 
else{ 
error code 0; 
I* 
* Res 
*I 
res_freq 
strcpy(di 
s rcat(di 
ShowTheMatr 
resonant frequency. 
+ (fbes * 
, "Measurement 
shed! 
) ; 
ncr); 
" ) ; 
") i 
s s the controll ng funct on, to be called the main(). 
void RunMe() { 
s rcpy (di "Push 1 to start"); 
s rcat(displayS ng,"measurement "); 
ShowTheMatrix(displayS ); 
while (key 1) { 
key ScanKey(); 
13; II reset the 
setupDDS(); II program the AD5930 chip 
I* 
* 
*I 
Start the measurement 
,"Running! Hold 2 "); 
strcat(displ ,"to cancel "); 
ShowTheMatrix(displayStr ) ; 
Measurement(); II the measurement routine 
switch(error code) { 
I* 
* error code: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*I 
case 0: 
f(res 
0 normal operation 
1 problem with drive s 
2 no sensor response 
3 cancelled by user 
< 54550) { 
l 
RelHum = -0.0988*res freq + 5464.2; 
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if(res freq >= 54550) { 
RelHum = -0.0275*res + 1564.4; 
if ( (RelHum > 100) I I (RelHum < 0)) { 
strcpy(displaySt "Wrong RH found!!"); 
else{ 
, string); 
" "); 
/* 
* Prints out the results 
*/ 
break; 
case 1: 
/* 
" ) ; 
) ; 
, " Hz"); 
r 
") ; 
* The drive s 
value (80) 
was less than the expected 
* 
*I 
signal!"); 
incr; 
break; 
case 2: 
/* 
* The sensor response was too small 
(less than 40) 
*I 
IntToStr (cbest,str 
strcpy(displayString, 
strcat(di 
strcat(di 
"Sensor not 
"detected! ("); 
str 
strcat(di ")"); 
ShowTheMatrix(displayStr ); 
break; 
case 3: 
/* 
* User cancelled the measurement 
*/ 
") ; 
strcpy(di ayString, "Cancelled! Push"); 
strcat(displayString, "1 to continue ''); 
ShowTheMatrix(displayStr 
break; 
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while(key != 1) { 
ScanKey(); 
key 13; 
I* Main Funct on *I 
void main() { 
I* 
* Ini a1ise microcontrol1er registers etc. 
*I 
In tial sation(); 
strcpy(di ayS 
strcat(di ayStr 
ShowTheMatrix(di 
wait(65 35); 
, "Sett loaded"); 
, "correctly "); 
r ng); 
wait (65535); 
wait (65535); 
I* 
* Showi start-up screen. 
*I 
strcpy( 
strcat(di 
ShowTheMatrix(di 
wa t(6553 ) ; 
wait(6 535); 
wait (65535); 
I 
* Showing my name. 
*I 
t c "); 
Reader "); 
strcpy(displayS ,"Natsuki Hasegawa"); 
strcat(displaySt ,"For MSc, 2008 "); 
ShowTheMatrix(displayStr ) ; 
wait (65535); 
wai (65535); 
wa t (6553.5); 
whi.le(1){ 
I* 
* 
*I 
P1 0 
P1 2 
Pl 6 
P1 3 
I* 
Turns 
0; 
0; 
0; 
1; 
on external 
II AD5930 
II SSM2211 
II AD5930 
II 50 MHZ 
* Runs the program. 
*I 
wait (5000); 
RunMe (); 
wait(5000); 
controlSwitch(); 
/* 
parts. 
STANDBY 
SHUTDOWN 
INTERRUPT 
oscillator 
* Turns off all the parts. 
*/ 
Pl 0 = 1; II AD5930 STANDBY 
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OFF 
= OFF 
= OFF 
= ON 
ON 
P1 2 
P1 6 
P1 3 
1; 
1; 
0; 
// SSM2211 SHUTDOWN= ON 
II AD5930 INTERRUPT= ON 
// 50 MHz oscillator= OFF 
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2. SetupFunctions.c 
#include <89c51ac3A.h> 
# nclude .h> 
I* 
* 
*I 
Sets up the SPI. 
void SetupSPI() { 
ESPI = 1; 
SPCON = Ob0111100 
I* 
II enable SPI nterrupt 
II SPEN 1 
* Sets up the imer modules. 
*I 
VO 
I* 
T2CON 
T2~10D 
() { 
ObOOOOOOOO; 
Ob00000001; 
TH2 = 0; 
TL2 = 0; 
RCAP2 0; 
RCAP2H = 0; 
ET2 = 0; 
TMOD = Ob01010 01; 
ETO 0; 
1 = 0; 
* Enables X2 mode~ 
*I 
void X2t1ode () { 
CKCONO 
CKCON1 
I* 
Ob00000001; 
ObOOOOOOOO; 
* Delay function. 
*I 
II Timer2 as 16bit auto reload 
II enable Timer2 as up counter 
II initial value for the timer ster 
II ni ial value for the timer reg ster 
II reload value for timer ster 
II reload value imer ster 
II disable Timer2 interrupt 
II TimerO s external 16 bi counter 
II disable TimerO 
II disable Timer1 interrupt 
II enable X2 mode 
void wait(uns nt length) { 
II delay function 
int ime2wai 0; 
for( ime2wa 0; ime2wa t < length; ime2wait++) { 
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3. LCD.c 
#include <89c5lac3A.h> 
#include <str . h> 
I" 
* De function. 
*I 
void ay(long Time) { 
long i; 
for (i=O; i<Time; i++) { 
I* Do *I; 
I* 
* functior:. 
*I 
void Latch() { 
EN=l; 
(50) ; 
EN=O; 
I* 
* LCD clearing function. 
*I 
void ClearLCD () { 
RS=O; 
RW=O; 
PO=l; 
Latch(); 
I* 
LCD initial sation function. 
*I 
void Ourinitial se() { 
lor:g waitTime 
RS = 0; 
4 000; 
RW = 0; 
Latch(); 
(waitTime); 
PO = ObOOllOOOO; 
Latch(); 
MyDe (waitTime); 
PO = ObOOllOOOO; 
Latch () ; 
MyDe (waitTime); 
PO = ObOOllOOOO; 
Latch(); 
PO = ObOOlllOOO; 
Latch(); 
PO = 8; 
Latch(); 
PO 1; 
Latch(); 
PO = Ob00000110; 
Latch(); 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
first >15ms delay 
rst control line 
>4.lms 
first control line 
>lOOms delay 
first control ine 
function set 
display off 
d; 
.'- clear 
entry mode set 
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setting 
sett 
setting 
I* 
* 
*I 
PO = Ob00001100; 
Latch (); 
LCD display function. 
II turn on 
void ShowTheMatrix(char *word) 
char nullCheck; 
char CharCounter 0; 
char endCheck ~ 0; 
ClearLCD(); 
RS 0; 
RW 0; 
PO 2; 
Latch(); 
PO = OblOOOOOOO; 
Latch(); 
RS 
for(CharCounter=O; CharCounter<16; CharCounter++) ( 
f(endCheck >~ 1) { 
nu11Check 0; 
else 
nullCheck word[CharCounter]; 
if (nullCheck == 0) { 
PO = 1 1; 
e se{ 
RS 0; 
endCheck++; 
PO word[CharCounter]; 
Latch(); 
PO Ob1 000000; 
Latch(); 
RS 1; 
RW = 0; 
for(CharCounter=16; CharCounter<32; CharCounter++) { 
f(endCheck >= 1) { 
nu11Check 0; 
else{ 
nu 1Check=word[CharCounter]; 
if(nu11Check == 0) { 
else{ 
PO = 1 1. 
' 
endCheck++; 
PO~word[CharCounter]; 
Latch(); 
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/* 
* 
*I 
void 
Converts to a str 
int i; 
(uns 
int temp 
0; 
int num, char * 
num; 
if (num==O) { 
else( 
[ 0] '0' ; 
[ 1 J '\ 0' ; 
while(temp > 0) { 
temp temp/10; 
for(i= ength-l; i>=O; i--) { 
numstr 
[i] = num%10 + '0'; 
num= num/10; 
'\0'; 
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) { 
4. keypad.c 
#include <89c51ac3A.h> 
unsigned int Key; 
/* 
* Delay function. 
*/ 
void delay(uns length) { 
0; 
for (i=O; i< ++) { 
/* 
* Scans 
*/ 
unsigned int ScanK.ey () ( 
de ( 500); 
Key 13; 
P2 0 TRUE; 
-
P2 1 TRUE; 
P2 2 TRUE; 
P2 TRUE; 
Key = 13; 
P2 0 FALSE; 
-
if (! P2 4) Key 1; 
(! P2 ) Key 2; 
if (! P2 6) Key 3; 
P2 0 TRUE; 
-
1 FALSE; 
if(!P2 4) Key 4; 
f(! 5) Key 5; 
f (! P2 6) Key 6; 
P2 1 TRUE; 
P2 2 FALSE; 
f (! P2 4) Key 
i (! P2 5) Key 8; 
if (! ) Key 9; 
P2 2 TRUE; 
P2 3 FALSE; 
if (! P2 4) Key 10; 
f (! ) Key 0; 
if (! 6) Key 12; 
delay(500); 
return Key; 
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5. 89c51ac3A.h 
Header file for the A T89C51 AC3 microcontroller used in the reader (edited from the 
original university version): 
#ifndef 8 
#define 89C51AC3 H 
#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 
typedef struct 
uns 87:1; //This s the mos s ficant bit 
uns 86:1; 
uns 85:1; 
uns 84:1; 
uns 83:1; 
unsigned 82: i 
uns 81:1; 
uns 80:1; 
SFR_BITS; 
I Function sters 
static volat le uns char PO 
static volat le uns char SP 
static volatile uns char DPL 
static volatile uns char DPH 
II Serial Per Interface 
static volatile unsigned char SPCON 
static volatile uns char SPSCR 
stat c volatile uns char SPDAT 
static bit ESPI @ OxEB; 
static bit SSEL @ OxB4; 
II Clock control (Xl or X2 mode) 
static uns char CKCONO @ Ox SF; 
static uns char CKCONl @ Ox9F; 
II PCA Modules 
static bit ECF @ OxD9; II PCA 
static bit CPSO @ OxDA; II PCA 
static bit CPSl @ OxDB; II PCA 
II AD5930 (waveform generator) 
static bit CTRL @ OxCO; 
static bit FSYNC @ OxCl; 
static bit STANDBY @ Ox90; 
II SSM2211 (power amp) 
static bit SHUTDOWN @ Ox92; 
II LCD Control 
static bit EN @ OxB6; II Pl. 6 
static bit RW @ OxB3; II Pl. 3 
static bit RS @ OxB2; II Pl.2 
II External parts 
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@ Ox80; 
@ Ox81; 
@ Ox82; 
@ Ox83; 
@ OxD4; II SPI control 
@ OxD5; II SPI status 
@ OxD6; II SPI data 
II enable SPI nterrupt 
II slave select (P3. 5) 
II clock control 
II clock control 2 
overflow bit 
EWC Count pulse select 0 
EWC Count pulse select l 
II CTRL cf AD5930 (P4.0) 
II FSYNC of AD5930 ( .1) 
bit 
bit 
I I STANDBY of AD5930 (P3. 0) 
// SHUTDOWN for SSM2211 (P3.2) 
static bi EN osc @ OxB3; II ENABLE oscillator 
static bit SYNCOUT @ OxB4; II SYNCOUT 
static bit MSBOUT @ OxBS; II MSBOUT 
static bit INTERRUPT @ OxB6; II INTERRUPT 
II Timer2 control (up or down counter) Pl. 1 
static bit @ Ox90; 
II 16 bit definition 
static volat le uns char PCON @ Ox8 ; 
static volatile uns char TCON @ Ox88; 
static uns char TMOD @ Ox89; 
static vo at le uns char TLO @ Ox8A; 
static volat le uns cha TLl @ Ox8B; 
static volat le uns char THO @ Ox8C; 
static volatile uns char THl @ Ox8D; 
stat c uns char AUXR @ Ox8E; 
static uns char CKCON @ Ox8F; 
static volatile uns char Pl @ Ox90; 
static volatile char SCON @ Ox98; 
static volatile uns char SBUF @ Ox99; 
stat c VO le unsigned char P2 @ OxAO; 
stat c char AUXRl @ OxA2; 
static volatile uns WDTRST @ OxA6; 
static uns char WDTPRG @ OxA7; 
stat c char IENO @ OxA8; 
stat c char SAD DR @ OxA9; 
static volatile char P3 @ OxBO; 
static char IPHO @ OxB7; 
stat c char IPLO @ OxBS; 
stat char SADEN @ OxB9; 
static volatile char P4 @ OxCO; 
static volat cha T2CON @ OxC8; 
stat c char T2MOD @ OxC9; 
static volat char RCAP2L @ OxCA; 
sta c volatile char RCAP2H @ OxCB; 
static volatile char TL2 @ OxCC; 
c volat le char TH2 @ OxCD; 
volatile cha CANENl @ OxCE; 
volatile char CANEN2 @ OxCF; 
static volatile char PSW @ OxDO; 
stat c volat le char FCON @ OxDl; 
stat volatile char EECON @ OxD2; 
static volat le char CCON @ OxD8; 
stat c char CMOD @ OxD9; 
static char CCAPMO @ OxDA; 
static char CCAPMl @ OxDB; 
stat c char CCAPI'12 @ OxDC; 
static char CCAPM3 @ OxDD; 
static char CCAPM4 @ Ox DE; 
static volatile char ACC @ OxEO; 
stat c char IENl @ OxE8; 
stat c volatile char CL @ OxE9; 
static volatile char CCAPOL @ OxEA; 
static volat le char CCAPlL @ OxEB; 
static volatile char CCAP2L @ OxEC; 
static volatile char CCAP3L @ OxED; 
static volatile char CCAP4L @ OxEE; 
static volatile char B @ OxFO; 
static uns char ADCLK @ OxF2; 
static volatile uns char A DC ON @ OxF3; 
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static volatile uns char ADDL @ OxF4; 
static volat le unsigned char ADDH @ OxFS; 
static uns char ADCF @ OxF6; 
static char IPHl @ OxF7; 
static char IPLl @ OxFS; 
static volatile char CH @ OxF9; 
static volatile char CCAPOH @ OxFA; 
static volatile char CCAPlH @ OxFB; 
static volatile char CCAP2H @ OxFC; 
static volatile char CCAP3H @ OxFD; 
static volatile char CCAP4H @ Ox FE; 
stat c volat le SFR BITS PO BITS @ Ox80; 
static volatile SFR BITS PCON BITS @ Ox87; 
stat c volatile SFR BITS TCON BITS @ Ox88; 
static SFR BITS TMOD BITS @ Ox89; 
static SFR BITS AUXR BITS @ Ox BE; 
stac:ic SFR BITS CKCON BITS @ OxSF; 
static volatile SFR BITS Pl BITS @ Ox90; 
-
static volatile SFR BITS SCON BITS @ Ox98; 
static volatile SFR BITS P2 BITS @ OxAO; 
-
sc:at c SFR BITS li.UXfU BITS @ OxA2; 
static SFR BITS IENO BITS @ 0 xl\.8; 
static SFR BITS SAD DR BITS @ OxA9; 
static volatile SFR BITS BITS @ OxBO; 
static SFR BITS IPHO BITS @ OxB7; 
static SFR BITS IPLO BITS @ OxBS; 
static SFR BITS SADEN BITS @ OxB9; 
static volatile SFR BITS P4 BITS @ OxCO; 
static volatile SFR BITS T2CON BITS @ OxCS; 
static SFR BITS T2MOD BITS @ OxC9; 
static volatile SFR BITS CANENl BITS @ OxCE; 
static volatile SFR BITS CANEN2 BITS @ OxCF; 
static volatile SFR BITS PSW BITS @ OxDO; 
-
static volatile SFR BITS FCON BITS @ OxDl; 
static volat le SFR BITS EECON BITS @ OxD2; 
static volat le SFR BITS CCON BITS @ OxD8; 
static SFR BITS CMOD BITS @ OxD9; 
static SFR BITS CCAPMO BITS @ OxDA; 
static SFR BITS CCAPMl BITS @ OxDB; 
stat c SFR BITS CCAPM2 BITS @ OxDC; 
static SFR BITS CCAPM3 BITS @ OxDD; 
static SFR BITS CCAPM4 BITS @ OxDE; 
static volat le SFR BITS ACC BITS @ OxEO; 
-
static SFR BITS IENl BITS @ OxE8; 
stat c volatile SFR BITS CL BITS @ OxE9; 
static volatile SFR BITS CCAPOL BITS @ OxEA; 
static volatile SFR BITS CCAPl BITS @ OxEB; 
static volatile SFR BITS CCAP2L BITS @ OxEC; 
static volatile SFR BITS CCAP3L BITS @ OxED; 
-
static volatile SFR BITS CCAP4L BITS @ OxEE; 
static volatile SFR BITS B BITS @ OxFO; 
static volatile SFR BITS A DC ON BITS @ OxF3; 
static SFR BITS li.DCF BITS @ OxF6; 
static SFR BITS IPHl BITS @ OxF7; 
static SFR BITS IPLl BITS @ OxFS; 
static volatile SFR BITS CH BITS @ OxF9; 
static volatile SFR BITS CCAPOH BITS @ OxFA; 
static volatile SFR BITS CCAPlH BITS @ OxFB; 
static volatile SFR BITS CCAP2H BITS @ OxFC; 
static volatile SFR BITS CCAP3H BITS @ OxFD; 
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static volat le SFR BITS CCAP4H BITS @ OxFE; 
II Bit Addressable Locations 
//Port 0 PO 
static volatile bit PO 0 @ Ox80; II VUW: Was POO 
static volatile bit PO 1 @ Ox81; II VUW: Was POl 
static volatile bit PO 2 @ Ox82; II VUW: Was P02 
static volatile bit PO @ Ox83; II VUirJ: Was P03 
sta ic volat le bit PO 4 @ Ox84; II VUW: Was P04 
static volatile bi PO 5 @ Ox85; II VUW: Was POS 
static volatile bit PO 6 @ Ox86; II VUW: Was P06 
stat c volatile bit PO @ Ox87; II VUW: Was P07 
II Alternate Functions 
static volat le bit ADO @ Ox80; 
static volatile b ADl @ Ox81; 
static volat le bit AD2 @ Ox82; 
static volatile bit AD3 @ Ox83; 
static vola e bit ,L,D4 @ Ox84; 
stat c volatile bit ADS @ Ox85; 
static volat le bi AD6 @ Ox8 6; 
static volatile bi AD7 @ Ox87; 
//Timer Control TCON 
s ic bi ITO @ Ox88; 
static volat le bit IEO @ Ox89; 
static b'+-l~ ITl @ Ox8A; 
static volatile bi IEl @ Ox8B; 
stat c bit TRO @ Ox8C; 
stat c volat le bi @ Ox8D; 
s ic bi TRl @ Ox8E; 
static volatile bit TFl @ Ox8F; 
//Port 1 Pl 
static volatile bit Pl 0 @ Ox90; II VUW: Was PlO 
--
stat volatile bit Pl 1 @ Ox91; II VUW: Was Pll 
-· 
stat c volat bit Pl 2 @ Ox92; II VUW: Was P12 
static volatile bit Pl @ Ox93; II VUW: Was P13 
-
static volatile bit Pl 4 @ Ox94; II vm·J: Was P14 
-
static volatile bi Pl 5 @ Ox95; II VUW: Was 5 
stat volatile bi Pl 6 @ Ox96; II VUW: Was Pl6 
stat c volati e bit Pl @ Ox97; II VUW: Was Pl7 
II Alternate functions 
static volatile bit T2 @ Ox90; 
static volatile bi T2EX @ Ox9 ; 
static volatile bit ECI @ Ox92; 
static volatile bi CEXO @ Ox93; 
static volatile bit CEXl @ Ox94; 
static volat le b CEX2 @ Ox95; 
static volatile bit CEX3 @ Ox96; 
static volatile bit CEX4 @ Ox97; 
//Serial Control SCON 
static volatile bi RI @ Ox98; 
static volatile bit TI @ Ox99; 
static volatile bit RB8 @ Ox9A; 
static bit TB8 @ Ox9B; 
stat c bit REN @ Ox9C; 
static bit SM2 @ Ox9D; 
static bi SMl @ Ox9E; 
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static volatile bit SMO @ Ox9F; 
II alternate function 
static volatile bit FE @ Ox9F; 
//Port 2 P2 
static volatile b, r l~ P2 0 @ OxAO; II VUW: Was P20 
static volatile bit P2 1 @ OxAl; II VUW: Was P21 
static volatile bit P2 2 @ OxA2; II VUW: Was P22 
static volatile bit P2 3 @ OxA3; II VUW: Was P23 
static volatile bit P2 4 @ OxA4; II VUW: Was P24 
static volatile bit 5 @ OxA5; II VUW: Was P25 
static volatile bit P2 6 @ OxA6; II VUW: vvas P26 
static volatile bit P2 7 @ OxA7; II VUW: Was P27 
II Alternate Functions 
static volatile bit AS @ OxAO; 
static volatile b> +-lL A9 @ OxAl; 
static volatile b' +-lc. AlO @ OxA2; 
sta ic volatile bit All @ OxA3; 
static volatile bi Al2 @ OxA4; 
static volatile bit Al3 @ OxA5; 
static volat le bit Al4 @ OxA6; 
static volat le bit Al5 @ Oxll. 7; 
//Interrupt Enable 0 IENO 
static bit EXO @ OxA8; 
static bit ETO @ OxA9; 
static bit EXl @ OxAA; 
static b''"" -LL ETl @ OxAB; 
static bit ES @ OxAC; 
static bi ET2 @ OxAD; 
static bit EC @ OxAE; 
static bit EA @ OxAF; 
//Port 3 P3 
static volat le bit P3 0 @ OxBO; II VUW: Was P30 
static volat le bit P3 1 @ OxBl; II VUW: Was P31 
static volatile bit P3 2 @ OxB2; II VUW: Was P32 
static volatile bit P3 3 @ OxB3; II VUW: Was P33 
static volat le bit P3 4 @ OxB4; II VUW: Was P34 
static volatile bit P3 5 @ Ox85; II VUW: Was P35 
static volatile bit P3 6 @ OxB6; II VUW: Was P36 
static volat le bi+-~c. P3 @ OxB7; II VUW: vJas P3 
II Alternate Functions 
static volatile bit RXD @ OxBO; 
static volat le bit TXD @ OxBl; 
static volatile bit INTO @ OxB2; 
static volatile bit INTl @ OxB3; 
static volatile bit TO @ OxB4; 
static volatile bic Tl @ OxBS; 
static volatile bit WR @ OxB6; 
static volatile bit RD @ OxB7; 
II Interrupt ty low ster 0 IPLO 
static bit PXO @ OxB8; 
static bit PTO @ OxB9; 
static bit PXl @ OxBA; 
static bit PTl @ OxBB; 
static bit PS @ OxBC; 
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static bit PT2 @ OxBD; 
static bi PPC @ OxBE; 
//Port 4 
static volat le bit P4 0 @ OxCO; II VUW: Was P40 
static volatile bit P4 1 @ OxC1; II VUW: 1f1as P41 
//Timer 2 Control T2CON 
static bit CPRL2 @ OxCB; 
static bit CT2 @ OxC9; 
static bit TR2 @ OxCA; 
stat c bit EXEN2 @ OxCB; 
static bit TCLK @ OxCC; 
static bi RCLK @ OxCD; 
static volatile bit EXF2 @ OxCE; 
static volatile bi TF2 @ OxCF; 
//Program Status Wo PSW 
stat c volatile bi p @ OxDO; 
stat c volatile bit F1 @ OxD1; 
stat volatile bi ov @ OxD2; 
ic bi RSO @ OxD3; 
stat c bit RS1 @ OxD4; 
stat c volati b FO @ OxDS; 
stat c volat le bit AC @ OxD6; 
static volat le bit CY @ OxD7; 
//Counter Control CCON 
volatile bit CCFO @ OxD8; 
volat le b CCFl @ OxD9; 
c volat le bit CCF2 @ OxDA; 
static volatile bit CCF3 @ OxDB; 
static volatile bit CCF4 @ OxDC; 
static bit CR @ OxDE; 
static volat le bit CF @ OxDF; 
//Accumulator ACC 
static volatile bit ACCO @ OxEO; 
static volat le b'+-le- ACC1 @ OxEl; 
stati volatile b ACC2 @ OxE2; 
stat c volat le bit ACC3 @ OxE3; 
static volat le bit ACC4 @ OxE4; 
static volatile b' +-le.- ACCS @ OxES; 
static volat le bit ACC6 @ OxE6; 
static volat e b'+-l~ ACC7 @ OxE7; 
//Interrupt Enable 1 IEN1 
static bit EADC @ OxE9; 
1/B register 
static volatile bit BO @ OxFO; 
static volat le bit B1 @ OxFl; 
static volatile bit B2 @ OxF2; 
static volatile bit B3 @ OxF3; 
static volatile bit B4 @ OxF4; 
static volatile bit BS @ OxFS; 
static volatile bit B6 @ OxF6; 
static volatile bit B7 @ OxF7; 
II Interrupt ority low ster 1 IPL1 
static bit PADCL @ OxF9; 
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//Interrupt Vectors 
#define RESET 0 
#define EXT INTO Ox03 
#define TIMERO OxOB 
#define EXTINTl Oxl3 
#define TIMERl OxlB 
#define SERIAL Ox23 
#define TIMER2 Ox2B 
#define PCA Ox33 
#define ADC Ox43 
#define SPI Ox 53 II VU\iJ: Addi 
#endif 
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